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1.o
1.l

General

On Thursday28 December 1989 at 10:27AM local time theCity of Newcastle, a major
industrial town situated on the east coast of Australia about 120km north of Sydney,
wasshakenbyanearthquakemeasuringabout
5.6 onthe Richterscale.
The
earthquake caused considerable damage
in Newcastle and twelve people werekilled
making this thefirst earthquake in Australia to cause casualties. Mostof the damage
was to unreinforced masonry and yet nine of the casualties were in one building, the
WorkingMens'Club,which
is areinforcedconcretestructure.
Theotherthree
casualties were caused by falling masonry. It has been estimated that about 160
people were seriously injured as a result of the earthquake.
Ten
days
after the earthquake
the
UK-based
Earthquake
Engineering
Field
Investigation Team (EEFIT) mounted two
a man, six day mission to the affected area.
This report presents the findings of EEFIT
the visit and subsequentfollow-up studies.
The EEFIT team consisted of Jack Pappin, a geotechnical engineer from Ove Arup
andPartners,LondonandAdrianChandler,alecturerinstructuralengineeringat
University College LondonwhowassupportedbytheScienceandEngineering
Research Council. The team spent four
days in the Newcastle area carrying out
damage surveys and one day in Canberra at the Australian Seismological Centre.
Considerable assistance was received from
OveArupand Partners Sydneywho
organised travel, accommodationand meetings with local authorities. In addition the
New South Wales Public Works Department and the Newcastle
City Council provided
a great deal of useful information and allowed access to damaged buildings.
in evaluatingand
On returning to the UK aconFiderable effort hasbeenmade
classifying the photographic and other data
collected in thefield. Andrew Coburn and
othermembersofCambridgeArchitecturalResearchhaveprovidedconsiderable
assistance with this task, applying their established experience in this area. Finally
a follow up visit has been made to the Newcastle area by Colin Taylor, a lecturer in
structural dynamicsat Bristol University,inearlyJune1990.Duringthis
visit he
obtained damage statistics from the NewcastleCity Council togetherwith reports on
the post-earthquake recovery and reconstruction programme.
1.2

Contents of the Report

Chapter 2 outlines the methodology adopted by EEFIT in the field and in the follow
up studies. Chapter 3 gives a descriptionof the geography, geology, population and
economy of the affected region and Chapter 4 briefly discusses the seismological
aspects of the earthquake.
Chapter 5 discusses the type of damage observed in field
the primarily to the building
stock and also to the infrastructure. Chapter 6 describes the distribution and extent
of building damage and includes results from the detailed photographic survey and
general street survey carried out in the field. Chapter 7 outlines the social response
to the earthquake including the Disaster Management procedures adopted
by theCity
Council.
The principal lessons from the earthquake
seismicity are discussed in Chapter 8.
1.3

and their implications to areasoflow

Background to EEFIT

EEFIT is a group of British earthquake engineers,architects and scientists who seek
to collaborate with colleagues in earthquake-prone countriesin the task of improving
the earthquake resistance of traditional and engineered structures.
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The principal activity of EEFIT is conducting field investigations following major
damagingearthquakes,andreporting
to the local and internationalengineering
community on the performance of
civil engineering and building structures under
seismic loading. It carries out a preliminary reconnaissance mission within a few
it is theintention to have a
daysof an earthquake.FormajorEuropeanevents,
broad-based survey team in the field within a few weeks.
EEFIT was formed in 1982 as a joint venture between universities and industry.
It has
thesupportofthe
Institution of StructuralEngineers andthe Institution of Civil
Engineers throughits society SECED (the British National Section of the International
AssociationforEarthquakeEngineering).It
is advised by a numberof British
engineers experienced in the field of earthquake engineering.
EEFITmembershaveinvestigatedearthquakesinItaly(1980),Turkey(1983),
N.
Yemen (1983), Liege, Belgium (1 983), Chile (1 985), Mexico (1 985), Kalamata, Greece
(1986),SanSalvador(1987),LomaPrieta,
California (1989), Newcastle, Australia
(1989), Romania (1990), Iran (1990) and the Philippines (1990). EEFIT
reports have
beenpublished to date ontheLiege,Chile,Mexico,SanSalvadorandIran
earthquakes.
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2.0

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Principal Alms

The principal aims of the EEFIT team were to make an overall assessment of the
distribution and scope of the damage and
to study particular failureswith an emphasis
on engineered structures. Also of interest were the effect of the earthquake on the
local infrastructure, its sociological impact and the methods by which the return to
normal life was managed.
2.2

Factors
influencing
Methodology

The following factors which appliedto the epicentral area soonafter the earthquake
influenced the methodology:

..
..
2.3

Theareaofdamagewasrelativelysmall,beinglessthan100kmZ
The
level
of
damage
was
generally
small
except
in localised areas
and
access throughout the epicentral area by vehicle was generally unhindered
Localengineersand
officials were very helpful and informative
A fewbadlydamagedbuildingshadbeendemolished
within oneweekofthe
earthquake.

Approach

The EEFIT teamcarried out mostof the damage surveys by
exterior visual inspection.
This was done generally by vehicle with occasional photographs. The team used a
1:4000 scale aerial photograph montage of thetown,datingfromAugust1986.
A
section of the montage is reproduced in Figure 2.1, and as can be seen individual
buildings are readilyidentifiable. During the surveys the damage level was recorded
directly onto the photographic montage. In two of the more heavily damaged areas
a detailed photographic survey was undertaken on foot
with photographs being taken
of every building, thereby enabling reliable percentages of damage to be assessed
at a later stage (see Section 6).
In addition to the general and detailed photographic surveys, several buildings were
examined in detail and these are discussed in Section 5.
Meetings were alsoheld with local authorities, Newcastle Universityand Coffey and
Partners to obtain specific information on various aspects. These are detailed in the
following travelogue.
2.4

Travelogue
Sunday 7th January
Arrive in Sydney
Monday 8th January
Driven by Ove Arup and Partnersto Newcastle, collected hire car and met Jim Loke,
senior structural engineer of the NSW Public Works Department,to discuss the type
and extent of damage to Public Buildings (schools, hospitals, government buildings,
colleges etc). Bruce Shephard of the New Zealand Works and Development Services
Corporation who was assisting with the damage assessment andreconstruction also
attended this meeting.
Tuesday 9th January
8.30am
Meeting
with Professor
Moelle,
Director of the Institute of
Coal
ResearchattheUniversity
of Newcastle.Discussionsincluded
information on coal seams that are being worked and foundation
details.
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1o.ooamMeeting

with ProfessorsMelchers andPage of theDepartmentof
Civil Engineering and Surveying to discuss types of damage. They
providedtheteam
with acopyoftheirPreliminaryReportand
Professor Page conducted the
EEFIT team around several
interesting
damaged structures.

Pm

Detailed photographic survey
of
Beaumont
St
and
Lawson
suburb of Hamilton. General survey of the Hamilton area.

Wednesday 10th January
am
Detailed photographic
survey
of
Hunter

Pm

St in the

St. in the
City
centre
area.

General
survey to south
west
and north of Newcastle followed by
visit to Tighes Hill Technical College.
Meeting with Geoff Padgett of Coffey Partners International Pty Ltd
to discuss local soil conditions.

Thursday 11th January
am
General
survey

to south
Newcastle
of

11 .ooam

Meeting with HaroldStuart, Director of Health and BuildingServices
of the City of Newcastle Council,to discuss emergency procedures,
building damage assessment and so forth.

2.OOpm

Meeting with GeoffPadgett to collect boreholedata.

Pm

General
survey
of
areas
to Sydney.

west of Newcastle followed by return
drive

Friday 12th January
Flight to Canberra to meet Kevin McCue, Senior Research Scientist, and Marion
Michael-Leiba of the Australian Seismological Centre, Bureau
of Mineral Resources.
Discussion
included
current
thinking
regarding
Australian
seismicity
and
the
assessment of microseismic and instrumental records of the recent earthquake.
2.5

Follow Up Studies

Five days were spent at Cambridge Architectural Research
with Andrew Coburn and
with part time assistance from Shinobu Sakai, Robin Spenceand Antonios Pomonis
to study the detailed photographic survey. The photographs, together
with field notes
andmaps referencedatthetime,wereused
to compilea damagedatabaseby
studying in some detail theconstructiontypesanddamagepatternsfromthe
photographic evidence. Full details of this analysis are given in Section 6 of this
report.
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3.0
3.1

Population and Economy

The City ofNewcastle
is situatedatthemouthoftheHunterRiverand
its
development dates from the early 1800's. The Hunter Valley forms
Newcastle's large
and fertile hinterland, and the area has abundant coal resources. Newcastle soon
became a centre for the export of coal and primary produce. Industry followed and
in 1915 the Broken Hill Proprietary Company Ltd established its iron and steel plant.
Now Newcastle is a major producer of iron andsteel related products and produces
steel. It is amajorportandcurrentlyhasa
about 25% ofAustralia'scoaland
population of around 380,000 people.
3.2

Topography
and
Land
Usage

Figure 3.1 shows the layout and topography of the Newcastle area. Generally it is
between 5 and 10 metres above sea level in the vicinity of the Hunter River. There
is a spit of land at a higher level along the coast
to the south-east, and the landrises
progressively to the south and west.
Landusagecan
be dividedroughlyintofivetypes(Rural,Semi-urban,Urban,
Parklands,andHeavy Industrial) and these are shown in Figure
3.2. The study of
maps of Newcastle produced in 1860 and 1925 has allowed some understanding of
howthe city hasdeveloped.Thelimitofurbanareasshownonthesemaps
is
indicated in Figure 3.2.
3.3

Geology

The general geology in the Sydney and Newcastle area has been relatively stable
since late Permian times. Figure 3.3 shows a plan and
section of the basic structure
of the underlying rocks. Newcastle is seen to lie on the remains of the Hunter and
Mookithrustsystemwhichoriginallyextendedabout1000kmnorthwardsfrom
Newcastle. The movements across the thrust system ledto marine sediments in the
Sydney area and mainly terrestrial sediments in Newcastle. These sediments are
referred to as the Newcastle Coal measures and consist of layers of Coal (12%0),
Tuff and Claystone (19%), Shale (17%), Sandstone (23%) and Conglomerate (29%)
(Diessel 1980).
The Newcastle geologicalmap (Dept. of Mines, N.S.W. 1966) shows recent alluvium
overlyingthese coal measures.Generallythemapshowsthatareas
below lorn
above sea level are alluvial and areas above 10 to 30m are underlain directly by the
coal measures.
3.4

Coal Extraction

Directly beneath Newcastle the main economic seam to be worked is the borehole
seam which is about 2m thick. Figure 3.4 shows the extent of coal extraction from
the seam (Moelle 1990) and contours to the base of the seam (Diessel 1980). The
method of coal extraction under Newcastle is pillar and stool with long wall methods
being employed south and
west of the town. It is known that there are older workings
in higher seams but the location and extent of these is largely uncertain.
3.5

Ground
Condltlons

Coffey and Partners International Pty Ltd provided the EEFIT team with logs of 38
boreholes in the Newcastle area and the locations of these are shown
in Figure 3.5.
The boreholes are between 5 and 33m deep with about two thirds penetrating the
underlying coal measures. The soils encountered in the boreholes vary considerably
from loose silty sands to dense sands and from very soft clays to hard clays. Soil
that is residual rather than alluvial, that
is derived from weathered coal measures, are
generally stiff clay to sandy clay. While generally there is up to 8m of residual soils
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where the coal measures outcrop, in the alluvial areas the alluvial soils sometimes
lie directly over hard rock.
Because of thegreatvariability
of soil typesand consistency it hasonlybeen
possible to plot the thickness of soil overlying the coal measures. The Coffey and
Partners plot (reproduced from the report by the Institution of Engineers Australia
1990) is shown in Figure 3.5 and clearly shows a much greatersoil thickness (up to
about 40m) under the port area. The industrial areas to the north of the Hunter River
are partially sited on land reclaimedwith hydraulic fill during dredging of the river bed
carried out to enable larger ships to use the port facilities (see Figure 3.5).
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4.0

SEISMOLOGICAL ASPECTS

4.1

Historical Seismlclty

TheAustralianBureauofMineralResourceshascompiledrecordsofAustralian
earthquakes and has produced maps for ModifiedMercalli Intensity and peak ground
accelerations having a 10 per cent chance of being exceeded in 50 years (Gaul1 et
al. 1990). Figure 4.1 shows their map for intensity andit can be seen that Newcastle
has a value of Intensity V. They also indicate that a peak acceleration of about 4
percentofgravity (g) hasthesameprobabilityofoccurrence.Giventhe
limited
historical data in Australia they state that there is uncertainty in the calculationsand
that they can be used for indicative purposes only. This levelof motion is small and
(see
theAustralianCodeof
Practice showsNewcastle to be in thezeroarea
Appendix A).
The City of Newcastle has experiencedtwo previous earthquakes, in 1868 and again
in 1925. Isoseismal maps for these earthquakes are producedin Figures 4.2 and 4.3
and it can be seen that they are very similar, both having a peak intensity of VI and
amagnitudeof 5.3 M, wheremagnitudehasbeen
calculated frommicroseismic
intensitydata.It
is understoodthat in the1925earthquake
slight damagewas
reported consisting principally of some superficial cracking to masonry structures, but
no reliable data from this event has been obtained.
4.2

Regional
lntenstties

The Australian Seismological Centre has produced an isoseismal map for the 1989
earthquake and this is shown in Figure 4.4. Comparison with Figures 4.2 and 4.3
show it to becentredinsimilarlocations
to thosepreviouslybuttherecent
earthquake differs in that the radii ofthe isoseismals correspond to one intensity
1989 earthquakeapproximately
higher,that is theintensity V isoseismalforthe
matches the intensity IV isoseismals for the 1868 and 1925 earthquakes.
4.3
Epicentral
Location

and Instrumental
Data

FrominstrumentaldatatheAustralianSeismologicalCentreestimatesthatthe
E and 32.95's. Due to the sparse
location of the earthquake epicentre was at 151.61
instrumental coveragethey can only givean accuracy of about t 15km. This location
is at the town Boolaroo, about 14km west
of Newcastle. The accuracy however,
shows the earthquake could have occurred almost anywhere under Newcastle. The
depth of the earthquake has been assessed from surface
reflections observed on
seismograms in Scotland. Appendix B outlines this procedure which indicated a focal
of theearthquakehasnotbeenprecisely
depth of aboutIOkm.Themagnitude
computed, but it has been estimated using various methods and a Richter magnitude
(M,) of 5.6 has been assigned by McCue et al. (1990).
Two aftershocks have been reported, one a magnitude M, of 2, thirty minutes after
the main shock (Ambraseys et al. 1990) and another
with M, of 2.1 at20:08 local time
onthe29thDecember(McCueetal.1990).TheAustralianSeismologicalCentre
deployed 10 recorders in the areawithin 24 hours of the main shock and consequently
located the second aftershock with reasonable accuracy. The location is 151.62.E
and 32.95.S with an accuracy of 23.18km east west and 22.42km north south. The
focal depth of the aftershock was 13.6 20.8km. This location agrees well with that
for the main shock but there can be no guarantee that they occurred at the same
location.
Strong
4.4Motion
Parameters

of theearthquake,but
instrumental readings for the earthquake have been reported
by Ambraseys et al.
(1990) who state that in Sydney (120km to the south) a peakaccelerationof 0.13%g

No instrumentswere installed in Newcastleatthetime
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was recorded and at alocation 50km west of Newcastle a peak velocity of 7mm/sec
was recorded by a vibration monitor.
Observers in Newcastle describe the event as being
like an explosion and agree that
its duration was very short, lasting no more than 3 or 4 seconds. Others reported
difficulty in standing and some observed waves travelling down the road or pavement
(McCue et al. 1990).
Assuming that the focal depth was about lOkm, then the hypocentral distanceof the
earthquakefromthe
City ofNewcastlewouldbeabout18kmfortheobserved
epicentre,reducing to 12km if theepicentrewas close to Newcastle.Usingthe
attenuation laws published by Gaull et al. (1990) for Southeastern Australia gives the
following ground motion parameters:Hypocentral distance (km)

12

18

Peak Intensity (MM)

8.1

7.4

Peak velocity (m/sec)

0.22

0.14

Peak acceleration (g)

0.21

0.13

Calculations forecastingground motion parameters have also been
carried out using
the attenuation laws devised by Toro and McGuire (1987) and Atkinson and Boore
(1990) for the Eastern United States. The response
spectra appropriate to a rock
outcrop calculated usingtheirrelationshipsareshown
in Figure 4.5. Thepeak
acceleration values, represented by the spectral values at a structural
period of 0.025
seconds, are seento agree well with those calculated using Gaull et al. listed above.
The peak velocity values from the Gaull relationship are however about three times
higher than indicated by the response spectra in Figure 4.5.
The observed damage (detailed in Section 5 ) indicated that there was a
distinct
directionality of motion. Buildings
in Hamilton(andBeaumont Street in particular)
showed that the motion was stronger in theeast-west direction with the main thrust
being eastwards. An easterly direction wasalsoindicatedbythedamage
in the
central business district. The main cathedral at the eastern end
of Newcastle suffered
about 20mm slippage on a metal damp course about halfway up the structure. This
slippage was in an easterly direction. Buildings in Silsoe Street, Mayfield, however
showed a principal direction of motion of north-east south-west.
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5.0

TYPES OF DAMAGE

5.1

General Overvlew
This section describes the types of damage observed
in Newcastle and its environs to both
non-engineered and engineered buildings,and to other facilities. A high proportion of the
damaged buildings was
constructedof unreinforced brick masonry with very little resistance
to lateral loading, and consequently there were many examples ofpartial or total collapse,
particularly of gable ends, parapets, facades and chimneys.
The central business district and other older commercial areas experienced a very high
density of damage to this type of building, particularly for older shops and warehouses (see
Section 6) which often had weakened street facades resulting from the requirement for
ground floor access. It was also evident that single storey buildings performed
much better
than multi-storey buildings, with chimneys and roof parapets in the taller buildings being
particularly vulnerable.
Similar damage was caused to older two storey houses, and those with double leaf cavity
construction sufferedheavily from the lack of adequateties, with the outer leaf collapsing
as a result ofthelackof
restraint. Examplesof thiswerealsofound
in schools and
colleges, some of relatively modern construction. Unreinforced masonry used as
infill walls
in reinforced concrete frame buildings also suffered extensive minor
damage due to shear
cracking, and there was also some evidence of damage to cladding.
Few modern engineered steel or reinforced concrete frame buildings suffered more than
relatively minor non-structural damage, such as cracking of in-fill panels or facades. The
collapse of the Working Mens' Club in King Street (where 9 of the 12 fatalities occurred)
was an exceptional case, with failure caused probably as a result of the poor detailing to
reinforced concrete floorslabsattheircolumn
and wallconnections. Anothernotable
example of poor resistanceto dynamic earthquake loading was The Junction Motel, a three
storey reinforced concrete frame buildingwith pronounced vertical and horizontal stiffness
irregularities. This building was demolished following shear failure of the outer columns
along one side of the structure. These are discussed further in Section 5.3.
Therewassomemoderatedamage
to mostchurchspiresandtowers,and
to other
monumental buildings, mostly resulting in the cracking and loosening of masonry, which
made the structure and surrounding area unsafe.
In the outlying residential areas the predominant form
of housing construction is timber
weatherboard of relatively flexible, lightweight construction. These buildings, which are
mostly single-storey,werelargely
undamagedbytheearthquakedue
to theirgreater
flexibility and ability to absorb the energy transmitted to them by the ground motions.
There was no reported damage to industrial facilities or equipment, although some minor
spalling of concrete storage silos was noted, and similarly services and transportation
suffered only minor disruption as a result of the earthquake.
In the following sections examples of the damage causedto each of the above categories
of structure or facility are presented. In many cases the causes of failure are obvious, but
in othersthere was amorecomplex
pattern involving specific designordetailing
deficiencies which led to some isolated cases of partial structural failure or collapse.

Most examples are illustrated by plates and the locations of these are shown in Figure5.1.
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5.2

Unreinforced Masonry Bulldlngs
5.2.1 Residential

Intheoldersuburbsofthe
city (with many buildings of pre-1920construction),the
predominant form of housing is cavity brick, with the outer leaf of unreinforced brickwork
being poorly tied back to the inner load bearingwall. These structures have generally been
badly maintained, andoften exhibited prior cracking (perhaps due to foundation movement),
erosion of mortar and corrosion of brick ties. Typical damage is shown in Plate 5.1, where
the outer wall has mainly collapsed, revealing the poor condition of the mortar and
ties
(Plate 5.2).
Buildings with solid doublebrick walls werealsovulnerable
to collapse(Plate 5.3),
particularly above first storey level in the case ofmulti-storey buildings (Plate5.4). Where
gable ends in buildings with pitched roofs had not been adequately restrained by proper
tying to roof trusses, outward collapse of brickwork was commonplace (Plate 5.5). Some
older unreinforced masonry single storey dwellings in residential areas such as Mayfield
suffered severe external and internal damage. In addition to the collapse of the outer skin
(Plate 5.6),there was also in the same building severe diagonalshear cracking, especially
at corners andsurroundingwindowframes(Plate5.7).This
cracking also affected the
as exterior brick
internal load-bearing walling (Plate 5.8). Ornamentalfeaturessuch
columns and arches were also heavily damaged (Plate 5.9).
The danger from collapsing masonry walls and gable ends was accentuated by the close
proximity of buildings(Plates5.10
and5.11), with neighbouringstructuressuffering
secondary damage to walls and roofs. Facades and parapets were vulnerable features,
such as in the two-storey building situated close to the central business district shown in
Plates 5.12 and 5.13. Outward leaning of the masonry walling is also evident, with severe
danger of subsequent collapse making the building unsafe for re-habitation.
Modernmasonrybuildingsweregenerallylessheavilydamaged,althoughpoordesign
features resulted in some cases of failure. An example of this is shown in Plates 5.14 and
5.15. This three-storey apartmentbuildinginTheJunctionareaofNewcastlehas
a
(to the right in Plate 5.14)
pronounced lack of stiffness at the ground floor level on one side
due to the garage entrances (Plate 5.15). In contrast, access at the rear of the building to
the first and second floor apartments is via stairwells sited close to the rear facade, and
consequently there is a high longitudinalstiffness in the direction of the photograph shown
in Plate 5.14 (left hand side). As a result, the earthquake loading was transferred almost
completely to the walls and stairwells at the rear entrances to the building (Plates 5.16,
5.17), resulting in wide cracking of the unreinforced brickwork, especially near corners,
doors and window openings. This building was evacuated
following the earthquake, pending
a decisionon whether or not repair of the damage could be effected.
5.2.2 Commercial

In commercial districts such as Hamilton, TighesHill and The Junction, there was extensive
collapse and failure of unreinforced brickwork buildings, many of which had been weakened
byshopandwarehouse
frontages(Plate5.18).
Beaumont StreetinHamiltonwas
particularly hard hit by the earthquake, as shown by the aerial photograph in Plate 5.19 and
the rescue operations from a collapsed facade of a two storey building immediately after
the event, shown in Plate 5.20. A 1.4km length ofthe worst affected part ofBeaumont
Street was photographed in detail ten days after the earthquake, and the results have been
analysed along with others in Section 6 to determine the detailed distribution of damage
amongst buildings ofdifferent types, height, age and usage.A sequence of 12 photographs
taken in BeaumontStreet (eastern side) are shownin Plates 5.21-5.32, where the mixture
of modernandoldercommercialbuildings,
andthetypesofdamageexperienced,are
clearly evident.
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The damage to commercial structures was concentrated mainly in the older unreinforced
Most
masonry buildings, with failures to parapets and gable ends being widely evident.
failures and collapses (whichresulted in three deaths in this street) occurred at the upper
storey or roof level, and there were several cases of dangerously leaning facades,as
such
shown in Plate 5.33.
A significant contributory factor to failures of building facadeswas the presence of awnings
in the front of shops, hotels, theatres and so forth. (Plates 5.34, 5.35). Originally, such
buildings had balconies or awnings supportedby timber posts at the edge of the footpath.
During the 1950's this form of construction was considered to be a hazard to traffic and
consequently to pedestrians should traffic accidentally remove one or more of the posts.
As aresult ofthis,the
posted verandasandawnings
wereremovedandreplaced
by
suspended awnings. These areheld up by so-called 'tie-backs' to the masonrywalls above
thegroundfloorlevel(Plate5.35).Inmostcasesthe
tie-backs areanchored in the
masonry wall using a plate on the inside face of the wall. In other cases the tie-backs are
anchored at cross-walls, and in very few cases anchored back further into the cross-wall
through a connecting set of plates or bars. This form of construction has proved quite
adequateforconventionalwindloads,buttheearthquakescausedexceptionallyhigh
additional dynamic loads which resulted in many cases in the collapse of the facade, or
rendered it dangerous as a result of cracking closeto the connecting points (Plate 5.35).

Had the earthquake been of longer duration, it is very likely that many more awnings and
in thecentral
facadeswould have collapsed.Plate 5.36 showsacommercialbuilding
of cracking andparapet
business district with an unstablefacadeshowingevidence
collapse. Modern unreinforced masonry commercial buildings alsosuffered large numbers
of failures, particularly to tall parapets (Plate 5.37) and to gable ends (Plate 5.38).
5.2.3 PublicBuildings

Schools and colleges in the inner suburbs of Newcastle suffered extensive damage as a
result of the earthquake, and it was very fortunate that the event occurred during a holiday
period. A 100year old schoolin The Junctionsufferedextensivecollapse of its roof,
parapets and gable ends (Plates 5.39,5.40), and will probably have to be completely redistrict also
built. A school building of similar age on the edge of the central business
suffered extensive cracking of its facade (Plate 5.41). In Merewether, the modern girl's
school showed several examples of partial collapse of unreinforced brick walls which had
not been tied back to the steel trusses forming the structural building frame and roof frame
(Plates 5.42, 5.43). The dynamic response of the steel portal frames may have caused or
contributed to the damage in this case.
In Tighes Hill, an estimatedA$lOm damage was caused
to the Technical College, consisting
of widespread collapseof parapets and collapse or cracking of outer skin masonry cladding
walls infilling the
(Plates 5.44 and 5.45), and diagonal shear failure in internal masonry
reinforced concrete frame structure (Plate 5.46).
The earthquake also caused afire to start
in a third floor laboratory (Plate 5.47), but this was soon brought under control by the fire
fighting authorities.
The Royal Newcastle Hospital reportedly (Tiedemann 1990) experienced extensive internal
damage and plant failure in the North Wing (Plate 5.48), which was evacuated andclosed
A 30mchimneyatthesame
hospitalescapedwithout
any
following theearthquake.
apparent damage (Plate 5.49).
5.3

Engineered
Buildings

Damage to engineered buildings was confined mainly to non-structural elements such as
the failure of infill masonry panels which act as stiffening elements within a reinforced
concrete frame(Plate5.46),andwhosestrengthpriortofailure
acts as an additional
protection against damage to the structural frameitself. Some taller buildingsin the central
business district such as the seven storeysteel framed office building shown in Plate5.50
andthe Hamilton Telephone Exchange shown in Plate 5.51 suffered
partial collapse of

unreinforced masonryparapets,andtherewasalso
loss of cladding and cracking of
masonry in-fill in an office building in King Street (Plates 5.52and5.53)andatthe
Newcastle Permanent Building Society office in Beaumont Street, Hamilton. Cracking of
unreinforced masonry cladding was also observed at
a multistorey reinforced concrete car
park building in King Street(Plates 5.54 and 5.55), whilsta similar buildingin Hunter Street
(Plate 5.56) suffered total collapse of the lower five storeysof unreinforced brick masonry
to the reinforced concrete frame at the corner
walling which had been inadequately attached
of the building.
Other reinforced concrete frame and frame-shear wall buildings in the central business
district suffered no damage to either structural or nonstructural components (see Plates
5.57 and 5.58, for example). The NewcastleCity Council offices in King Street (Plate 5.59,
circular building) was another example of a modern engineered building which suffered
virtually no damage from the earthquake, and was able to function immediately
after the
earthquake as thecentre for monitoringand directing the damage assessment surveys(see
ofHunter Street(Plate5.60)was
Section 7). The police station attheeasternend
designed to resist earthquakes upto magnitude 5, since it is considered to be an essential
facility for post-earthquake recovery. The engineering design of this reinforced concrete
frame building involved
a 10m deepexcavation surroundedby reinforced concrete slabsand
a grid of l m diameter reinforced concrete bored piles. No damage to this building was
reported following the earthquake.
Two buildingswhich did sufferextensivestructural
damageor collapse due to the
earthquake were the Newcastle Working Mens' Clubin King Street (Plates 5.61, 5.62), and
theJunction Motel onDarbyand Tooke Street (Plates 5.63,5.64). Thereasonsforthe
dramatic collapse of the Working Mens' Club (where nine died) are not clear, and at present
no conclusions can be drawn from this structure, which had been demolished before the
arrival of the EEFIT investigation team. Two contributory factors in the collapse, however,
appear to have been the lack of adequate shear reinforcement in the concrete floor slabs
at their connectionswith the columns of thereinforced concrete frame (Plate 5.62),and the
failure of ah exterior wall which triggered the sudden roof collapse (Plates 5.61 and 5.62).
In the case of The Junction Motel (Plate 5.63), a classic combination of a soft first storey
and a highly asymmetricstiffness layout led to shear failure and crushing at the topof a row
of exterior reinforced concrete columns (to the right of the photograph in Plate 5.63, see
detail in Plate 5.64), together with cracking and moreseverefracturing ofsome large
central columns at the bar overlap. This3 storey buildingwas demolished a few days after
the earthquake.
5.4

Churches
and
Monumental
Buildings

Newcastle's Christ Church Cathedral showed minor cracking to exterior walls, and some
finials mounted on top of the parapet
rotated by upto 45" during the earthquake (Plate 5.65).
1925 earthquake(see
Thisbuildinghadpreviouslybeendamaged
and repairedinthe
Section 4 . 1 ) , and a crack reputedly dating from this event was evident in the north wall
(Plate 5.66). Many other churches suffered partial collapse or cracking of masonry spires
A war
(Plate 5.67) and towers (Plate 5.68) and were thereby rendered unsafe for use.
memorial sited on a hill above the central business district lost its capstone as a result of
the earthquake (Plate 5.69).
5.5

Timber
Buildings

Of the various types of housing constructionprevalent in Newcastle, the best performance
was observedin timber framed weatherboard dwellings (Plate 5.70). These are of relatively
flexible, lightweight construction andare thereforeable to accommodateearthquake
movements more readily than the various forms of construction comprising unreinforced
masonry walls (see Section 5.2). They also have lower natural frequencies than masonry
an earthquake which asa result
buildings, and this would have been advantageous in such
of its magnitude and relative proximity to the
City was probably of short duration consisting
of primarily high frequency motion. Some cracking of internal plasterboard wasnoted and
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cornices were loosened. The most common area
of concern appears to have been the
separation of masonry fireplaces from the timber structure, but in most cases this did not
represent a seriousproblem.Therewerealso
many instancesof relative movement
between the timber structure and its foundations (Plate 5.71), apparently caused by
lateral
movement of the complete building.
A common form ofconstruction for single storey housesbuilt post-1960 consists of a brick
veneer on a timber frame. These were mostly located in the modern, outlying suburbs of
Newcastle and suffered onlyminorformsofdamage,exceptin
a few isolated cases.
Damagewas occasionallyobserved duetothe
flexible internalframepoundingthe
with
brickwork cladding.Plates 5.11and 5.38 show an extremeformofthedamage
brickwork gable ends that probably have been pushed by the timber roof trusses behind
them.
5.6

industrial
Facilities

There are considerable areas of Newcastle close to the Hunter River and port concerned
with industrialprocessing andhandlingofrawmaterials(Plates5.72and5.73).Initial
reports ofan explosion at a blast furnace at the BHP steel works were unfounded, the
furnace having been vented prior to shutting down as a precautionary measure. Blong et
al (1990) report some damage to the steel making shop roof. No other reports of damage
or disruption were made, although some minor spalling of concrete was evident
in a few
storage silos (Plates 5.74 and 5.75).
5.7

Services

There was generallylittle or no significant damage to services in the Newcastle area
in the
aftermath of the earthquake. The
electricity supply comes via the 330kV/132kV sub-station
at Killingworth andthe
six principalsub-stations underthe
Council's authority. At
Killingworth, about 20km west of Newcastle, the ground vibration tripped pressure sensitive
relay switches and several porcelain insulators supporting 132kV
switch gear were damaged
(see Plate 5.76). There wasdamage to some 10-15 sub-stations in the City, out of a total
of about 400. This damage consisted mainlyof collapsing masonry walls and roofs. In
these cases the transformers tripped, which was recorded on the automated information
system installed in all sub-stations. The average interruption to supply was about three
hours following the earthquake, and there were no known instances of
fires caused by
damage to electrical circuits. At the time of the EEFIT visit ten days after the earthquake,
all circuits were back inaction but isolation of certain districts or buildings was in progress
to ensure that unsafe buildings could be inspected and damage assessments carried out.
The gas supply was uninterrupted by the earthquake, with no lines ruptured, and similarly
the water and sewage systems reported very few additional leaks or cracks.
The Hunter District Water Board reported that there wasan increase in water main repairs
to 12on 26thDecemberand11on29thDecember.After30thDecembertherepairs
reverted to theaverageof 4.3 repairsper day. Defectiveservicerepairs to individual
services increased from an average of 13 per day to 27 on the 28th, 56 on the 29th, 16 on
the 30th and 20 on the 31st of December. In theStockton area there weremany 'no water'
complaints due to an automatic valve closure.
Some telephone lines were disrupted for a few hours after the earthquake, but otherwise
no problems were reported.
5.8

Transportation

No significant damage was reported to any roads, bridges, drainage systems or subways.
The western embankment of the Stockton Bridge (Plate 5.77) settled by about 50mm. The
embankment is about6m high. The bridge was closed for several hours and a detailed
investigation carried out. No structural damage was detected.
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The only other disruptionto transportation wasdue to collapsed masonry, andwithin a few
hours of the earthquake the Police closedoff the central business district and other local
areas,asdescribed
in Section 7.2. The Police alsoset up barricadesaroundunsafe
buildings (see Plate 5.41, for example) to prevent unauthorised access. Manydamaged
awnings were propped to eliminate the danger of collapse (Plates 5.33, 5.35).
5.9

Geotechnical
Aspects

Newcastlehas several areas
with steep slopesand there have been continual slope
stability
problems over the years. TheInstitution of Engineers Australia report (1990) discusses one
such slope which was monitored during the earthquake. An increase in pore pressure up
to 2m headwasrecorded,butno
activation ofthe slip occurred. The Institution of
Engineers Australia report also states that there is strong evidence of an older slip being
re-activated by the earthquake, causing some building damage. Following the heavy rains
in February some major slips have occurred, but the earthquake is not considered to be a
major contributory factor to these events.
As expected for an earthquake of this magnitude and duration, there were no observed
instances of liquefaction even though some of the soils consist of loose sands near the
surface. Densification has possibly occurred, however, as the Newcastle City Council has
recorded settlement of up to 60mm in The Junction area and 15 to 20mm of settlement in
Hunter Street in Newcastle West (Institution of Engineers Australia 1990).
Unlike many larger earthquakes there was very little evidence of ground distortion during
the earthquake. Very few buried services were damaged and paving stones and kerbing
were generally not affected. There was some evidence, however, of ground compression
indicated by bulging brick paving as shown in Plate 5.78. It was also reported by several
people that similar damage had been observed in basement floor
tiling systems, but the
EEFIT team did not observe this.
Indirect evidence of continuing ground movement was obtained from many reports of slow
continuing damage occurring for several weeks
after the earthquake (Perry 1990). This was
reported to be occurring in the car park wall shown in Plate 5.55 (Page 1990). While this
ongoing damage could have been dueto ground movement,it may also be possible that the
structural cracking led to stress redistribution on the foundation inducing consolidation of
the underlying soils.
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6.0

DISTRIBUTION AND EXTENT OF BUILDING DAMAGE

6.1

Introduction

The extent to which the various types of damage occurred and their distribution are
of vital importance to the understanding of the significance and impact of this event.
This section presents the resultsof the two damage surveyscarried out by the EEFIT
team.
6.2

Detailed
Photographic
Surveys
6.2.1
Methodology

Two detailed street surveys werecarried out in BeaumontStreet and Lawson Street,
Hamilton and in Hunter Street, which is themainthoroughfareintheNewcastle
central business district. A total of 625 buildings were logged photographically, in
sufficient detail forlateranalysis.Each
surveyinvolvedphotographingexternally
every building (either individually or in small groups), on
both sides of the street. The
survey in Hamilton covered approximately a 1.5 km length of Beaumont Street from
its start at Maitland Road to the junction with Dumaresq Street at the corner of the
Newcastle Racecourse (Figure 5.1),
and thencontinued in the reverse
direction along
a 1 kmlengthofLawsonStreetfromthejunction
with DumaresqStreet to its
termination at Donald Street. The building stock in the surveyed part of Beaumont
Street consists primarily of older commercial unreinforced brick masonry buildings,
mostly one or two storeys in height (see Plates 5.18- 5.32),with brick masonry and
to the Racecourse.
timber residential buildingsin the southern part in the approaches
LawsonStreet
is primarilyresidential(dominated
by low rise timberframed
dwellings), with some commerciaVofficedevelopments
and
the
steel framed
Telephone Exchange buildingclad with unreinforced brick masonry (see Plate 5.51).
Three kilometres of Hunter Street was surveyed fromits eastern end at the junction
with Telford Street, to the junction with Tudor Street at the boundary of Newcastle
West and Hamilton (Figure 5.1). This is primarily a commercial and business district
dominated bymulti-storey shops and offices, mostly of reinforced concrete frameor
unreinforcedmasonryconstruction.
As describedin Section 2.5, theinformation
obtained from these photographic surveys
has been collated in the UK at the offices
of Cambridge Architectural Research. The following parameters were recorded for
each building:
Location by Australian Grid Reference
Primary Classificationof Construction Type
Categorization of Primary Construction type could usually
be carried out with
relatively high confidence from the general appearance
of the building. Load
bearingbrickmasonrybuildings,forexample,areusuallyfair-faced,
and
timber framed buildings often weather-boarded. Where building type was
to heavily rendered exteriors or
ambiguous or uncertain, for example due
where external masonry may have been used as a cladding rather than for
structural purposes,
other
indicators
such
as
size
and
regularity
of
fenestration, beams, and timber framing elements were used to determine the
construction type.
Secondary Classification of Construction Type
Categorization of secondary constructiontype was important mainly for brick
masonry buildings. Part of the investigation of the earthquake damage was
to establish the seismic vulnerability of cavity construction masonry, which
is a common buildingmethodintheUnitedKingdombutrarely
foundin
earthquakezones.TheNewcastleearthquakeprovided
an opportunity to
assess the comparative performance
of solid masonry construction,with two
leaves of masonry through-bonded, against that of cavity construction. Cavity
construction was identifiable from the stretcher bond
of the exterior wall, air
ventsinthelowercourses
and moistureweepholesorflashingaround
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openings.Cavltymasonry
is also identifiable with a certain period of
construction, not being a common construction technique until the 1930's.
Solid masonry was identified from Flemish bonding, thickness of masonry
walls,useofdecorativeormoulded
brickwork, pilasters andothersuch
indicators. The categorization of secondary construction type
is less reliable,
because the detail needed to determine this parameter with any confidence
cannotalways be obtainedfromphotographs.Constructiontypecan
be
determined more accurately at high levels
of damage, becausewalls are split
apartrevealingtheirexactconstruction
type,generally
related to the
construction periodand architectural detail of the building.
Number of Storeys
The number of storeys could be determined from the photographs.
Age Classlflcatlon
The age was determined from the
stylistic treatment of the architectural form
and facade. In a number of cases the actual date ofconstruction is given on
the exterior of the building and this was used to confirm dating of building
styles. The classifications of age used were fairly broad, relating to quite
clear periods of construction in Newcastle, i.e. pre-1920, 1920-1940, 19401960, and post-1960. These periods relate to the phases of development of
Newcastle, with much of the mainstreet being older than the buildings around
it, and intermixed with a recent phase of commercial development
within the
City centre.
Usage Category
A few broad categories ofusage were also employed,dependingonthe
exterior appearance of the building. Generally the distinction being sought
was between residential and commercial building stock. Where a particular
type of use was obvious, for example a bank or school, this was noted. The
usagecategory has asignificantlink with architectural style. Shopsand
delicatessens have large front facade parapets, often in masonry, to signify
their purpose. Larger stores tend to have free openings or long spans on the
ground floor. Commercialbuildings in thetowncentrearetypically
retail
units on the ground floorwith office premises on the floor above. Residential
buildings tendto be detachedor occasionally terraced, in their own grounds.
Damage Level
The MSK categorisation of damage was taken, as elaborated in past Martin
Centre (Coburn et al 1990) and EEFIT damage surveys:

Degree
of
Damage

Definition
load
for
buildings
concrete
masonry
bearing

DO

Undamaged
No

Dl

Slight Damage

D2

Moderate
Damage
Cracks
5-20mm

Heavy
Damage
D3

D4

visible damage
Hairline cracks

No visible damage

lnfill panels damaged
Cracks <10mm in
structure

Cracks <20mm
or
wall material
dislodged
Partial
Destruction

Definition
reinforced
for

collapse
Complete
individual
wallof
or individual roof
support
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Heavy damage to
structural members,
of concrete

loss

Complete collapse of
individual structural
member or major
deflection to frame

D5

Collapse

More
than
one
Failure
structural
of
wall collapsed ormembers
more
than
half
of
roof
or
slab
roof

toallow fall of

The damage level is based on evaluation ofthe exterior of a structure andwas
generally easily identifiable for most buildings. The lower levels of damage, such as
D l , were not so readily identifiable as these caused thin cracks not easily seen from
the photographs.
Damage Type
The damage observed on the photographs was recordedin the database. Generally
this meant noting the type andextent of cracking and for the more severely damaged
buildings recording which parts of the structure had collapsed.
6.2.2 The Building Database

Thedatabasewhichhasbeencompiledfromthephotographicsurveys
carried out in
Newcastleconsists of625
buildings(Figure6.1),
classified bytheprimarytypeof
60 percent of the total),
construction (see Section 2.5) into brick masonry (372 buildings or
reinforced concrete frame (137 buildings, 22 percent), timber frame (104, 16 percent); the
remaining 12 buildings (2 percent) were either steel frame or composite construction. Of
the 372 brick masonry buildingsin the survey, the great majority (99 percent) were of either
solid double (31 percent)or cavity construction(68 percent). The remaining lpercent were
of solid single leaf construction.
Each building was designated either commercial or residential, according to its primary
usage (Figure 6.1). Of the 625 buildings surveyed, 428 or 68.5 percent were commercial
and 147 or 23.5 percent were residential. The remaining 50 buildings (8 percent) consisted
of car parks, a police station, sports buildings, churches, meeting halls and so forth.
Further classification ofthesurveyedbuildingswas
carried outbyageandnumberof
storeys. Classification by age is shown in Figure 6.2. 48 buildings were dated pre-1920
(8 percent), mostly consisting of brick masonry construction. The greatest proportion of
buildings (260 or 42percent) were between 1920-1940, whilst
176 buildings (28 percent)
were from theperiod 1940-1960. Recently constructed buildings (post-1960) numbered
126
(20 percent). Oftheremaining
15 buildings (2 percent), 12 wereof non-classified
construction types and 3 were brick masonry buildings of unknown age. Over half of the
timberframedbuildingsdatedfromthe
period 1920-1940, whilst 80 percent ofthe
reinforced concrete frame buildings dated from post-1940.
Classification by number of storeys is shown in Figure 6.3. The majority of the buildings
surveyed were low-rise with less than 5 storeys, with only 34 buildings (6 percent) being
in the mid-height range, namely 5-10 storeys. No buildings of more than 10 storeys were
surveyed.Thesefiguresarerepresentativeofthe
City as awhole,where
low-rise
construction dominates. The proportion of buildingswith 1, 2, 3 and 4 storeys in the survey
was 31 percent, 44 percent, 15 percent and 4 percent, respectively. A high percentageof
the brick masonry buildings (55 percent) were of
2 storeys height, with only 19 percent
being 3 storeys or higher. The reinforced concrete frame buildings were almost entirely
multi-storey (93 percent), as expected,with 30 buildings (22 percent) being over 4 storeys
in height. In contrast, 85 percent of the timber framed buildings were single storey.
6.2.3 Seismic Vulnerability Estimation

The building database has been used to estimate the vulnerability to earthquake damage
of the three main types of construction prevalent in Newcastle, namely unreinforced brick
masonry, reinforced concrete frame and timber frame. The majority of the categories into
which the buildings have been
classified contain at least 20 buildings and hence the results
of the survey arestatistically viable and are considered to give an accurate assessment of
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the vulnerability and seismic risk associated with the building categories analysed. From
examination of statistical samples of building damage, the performance of a sample of less
by the performance of
than 20 buildings of any classification are considered too influenced
individual structures to be considered representative ofthe classification (Coburn et al
1990). In this context, categories such as solid single leaf brick masonry buildings (4 in
total), residential reinforced concrete frame buildings (1)and pre-1920 reinforced concrete
frame buildings (2) have not been included in the damage survey results.
The results of the damage survey have been presented for each category in terms of the
percentage of buildings with damage level greater than orequal to D l , D2,D3andD4.
Figure 6.4 shows the damage level distributions associated with the three main building
types. Greatest damage was observed, as expected, in the brick masonry buildings where
more than onethird (37percent) suffered at least light damage, and 2lpercent experienced
moderate to heavy damage. The solid double leaf and cavity construction showed similar
damage proportions for?Dl, but considerably fewer cases of D2 or D3 were observed for
the solid double brick masonry buildings.
For thereinforced concrete frame buildings, the percentages
suffering ?D1 (20 percent) and
202 (12 percent) are about half those for brick masonry buildings (Figure
6.4), whilst for
timberframedbuildingsthemajorityofthedamageoccurredatlevel
D2(14of104
buildings, or 13 percent). Very few buildings in Newcastle suffered damage of Level D4
(Partial destruction,involvingthecollapse
of a complete wall). Overall,only 5 brick
masonry buildings, no reinforced concrete frame buildings and one timber framed building
were assigned this damage level, representing 2percent of the surveyed buildings. Apart
from the Working Mens' Club and The Junction Motel, no buildings experienced damage
classifiable as D5, involving the collapse of roofs or floors.

to analyse the effects of other characteristics of the building stock
Breaking down the data
is limited by the size of the data sample. Figure6.4 shows the distribution of damage levels
by commercial or residential usage, within each primary building type. For brick masonry
construction, there were considerably higher proportions
of commercial buildingswith heavy
damage or partial destruction than for residential buildings. The proportions suffering light
As expected, the reinforced concrete
or moderate damage, however, were very similar.
frame buildings were almost entirely commercial and hence the damage distribution was
representative of this constructiontype as a whole. Timber frame buildings, however, were
primarily residential and these suffered considerably more light to moderate damage than
commercial buildings.
Figure 6.5 shows the vulnerabilityof brick masonry andreinforced concrete frame buildings
is a clear trend towards greater light
or
according to their age of construction. There
moderate damageintheolderbrickmasonrybuildings,
with overhalfofthepre-1920
buildings suffering somedamage.Conversely,79percentofthepost-1960buildings
escaped without damage. The pattern is less consistent for damage 202 and 2D3, where
inthe latter casethebuildings
constructed between1940-1960appeared to bemost
vulnerable. No buildings of post-1940 construction sufferedpartial destruction (D4), but one
pre-1920building andfour1920-1940buildings
fell intothiscategory.Forreinforced
concrete frame buildings, the proportion
of buildings with some damage is about 20percent
for all ages, but surprisinglyno buildings constructedin the period 1920-1940 suffered more
than slight damage, whereas for more recent buildings there was significant moderate or
heavy damage, the effect being noticeably worse in the buildings of recent (post-1960)
construction, possibly due to reduced conservatism in design codes.
Finally, Figure 6.6 shows the effect of building height on the
distribution and extent of
damage. For brick masonry buildings, thosewith more than one storey showed about
twice
as much damage overall than the single storey buildings
with consistency for damage kD1
for buildingswith 2, 3 and 23 storeys. For buildings with moderate or heavy damage (2D2),
buildings with >3 storeys were about 4 times more vulnerable thansingle-storey buildings
and about twice as vulnerable as buildings with 2 or 3 storeys. None of the single storey
reinforced concrete frame buildings sufferedany noticeable damage, but about 20percent
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of the multi-storey buildings showed at least slight damage. This value is about half that
for brick masonry buildings. Single storey timber framed buildings were found to be only
half as vulnerable to damage L D2 as compared with two-storey timber framed buildings.
One two-storey building was damaged to level 04, but no single-storey buildings were
observed in this category, although in the
latter case 13percent were damaged at level D2.
6.2.4 Discussion of Results

The detailed photographic survey of building damagein two of the worst affectedareas of
Newcastle has revealed significant and consistent trends
in the variation of vulnerability and
risk of earthquake damage for three important types of construction. The results have been
further analysed for theeffects of building usage, age andheight. A summary of the results
has been presented in Figure 6.7, which shows the locations of the 625 buildings on which
the survey was conducted, together
with the level of damage
DO-D4 for the three main types
of construction. The difficulties ofusingrelativelysmall
statistical samples of building
damage for multi-variate analysis have been well documented (Coburn 1986). It is clear
that in Newcastle the most vulnerable building stock
(with the highest damage levels) were
those with a number of key characteristics: the older buildings (pre-1920) of two or three
storeys, constructedof unreinforced brickmasonry with some commercial use. It is difficult
625 buildings to assesswhich ofthe
key characteristics arethe
fromasampleof
determining factors in the building stock vulnerability. Henceit is impossible to quantify the
effect of any individual variable, for example age, independently of the other variables, such
as the constructiontype. Indeed the individual variables tend to co-exist in certain classes
of building: two-storey solid brick masonryforcommercialbuildings
typifies pre-1920
construction, and reinforced concrete
structures
mostly
post-date the
1940
age
classification, so it is impossible to examinethe effect of a characteristic like ageon
vulnerability independently of the construction type variable.
Similarly the analysis of damage by storey height (Figure 6.6) is not independent of the
analysis of damage by age (Figure 6.5), since the same data set is being looked at in a
different way.Theageparameterinmasonrybuildingsappearsmoreinfluentialin
determining damage than storey height. The variation in storey height across the sample
ofmasonry buildings is limited (Figure6.3), with almosthalfthesamplebeing
of two
storeys. Therefore, samples may be too uniform for the effect of that variable to be fully
apparent. There is a slight indication that taller
reinforced concrete buildingshave suffered
higher damage levels (Figure 6.6) but with sample sizes of around 30 buildings in each
storeylheight classification for reinforced concretebuildings,the difference indamage
levels is only two or three buildings. These buildings could well be damaged due to other
factors (design oddities, construction flaws and so forth) and it is difficult to be confident
that the height of the building has actually influenced its damageability in this event.

As mentioned above, it is clear that the types of buildings that are characterised as load
bearing solid wall masonry, of two storey construction, built around the turn of the century
that form the bulk of the older commercial buildings in the town centre are considerably
more vulnerable that the other building types found in Newcastle. From the observations
of the damage this could bea feature arising from a number of factors including:The decay of masonry over the century. Subsidence and weathering have tended to
induce cracking that increases the vulnerabilityof masonry.
The construction technique and materials used at the time. The solid wall built as a
double brick thickness,often with littlebonding between thetwo brick skins andwith
lime mortars, appears proneto cracking and spalling under vibration.
The architectural styling and building form of the commercial buildingsof early 20th
Century Newcastle may have accentuated the damage. These buildings consist of
street-fronted, terraced, large-span ground floors,
with brick ornamentation thatmay
suffer damage, and a large number of parapet walls on street frontages.
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Anyor all ofthesereasons mayhavecontributed to the vulnerability of this particular
building type. This building type constitutes almost a third of the total building stock in the
most damaged areasof the town. Another third is masonry commercial buildings built later.
Even modern masonry buildings have higher damage levels than pre-war concrete frame
a there
structures or timber-framed buildings of any type. Within masonry buildings asclass
may be a slightly higher damage levels discernablein cavity wall construction than insolid
to D4).Thismightbe
wall construction, particularly atthehigherdamagelevels(D2
expected from the point of view of structural stability.
The distributions of damage observed in Newcastle appear
to conform with distributions of
damage to similar building types observed in other earthquakes elsewhere (Coburn et a1
1990), as shown in Figure 6.8. With about 10 percent of brick masonry buildings damaged
to D3 or worse, as inthis earthquake it is unusual to find any collapse (no damage D5), and
typical distributions consist of D4 of a few percent and D2 or worse of between 20 to 30
percent. One majordifference between the distributions
of brick masonry damage recorded
in Newcastle comparedwith distributions surveyed elsewhereis that in the latter case the
average percentage of at least D l corresponding to damage distributions of D3 or worse
of at
of 10 percent is 70 percent. In the Newcastle photographic survey, the proportion
least D l is less than 40 percent. One explanation of this is that the threshold of damage
for D l , the hairline cracks normally noted on building survey forms, may be
less discernable
from photographs and hence the photographic interpretation of damage may have missed
a number of minor cracks.
The relative levels of damage between reinforced concrete buildings and brick masonry
structures also appears consistent with other relative damage levels (although the relative
vulnerability from the comparative performance of unreinforced
brick masonry structures and
reinforced concrete frame structures without seismic design has considerable scatter, using
data collected worldwide). The difference invulnerability may beslightlylessthan
worldwide averages; in Newcastle 12 percent of reinforced concrete frame structures have
suffered damage level D2 or worse, compared with 21 percent of brick masonry buildings.
In locations elsewhereinthe world where21percentofbrickmasonrybuildingshave
suffered damage D2 or worse the average of damage at level D2 or worse to reinforced
concrete frame structures without seismic designis about 8 percent, but the
scatter is large
(Coburn 1986). If this observation is valid then either brick masonry structures are stronger
in Newcastle than elsewhere or the reinforcedconcrete structures are slightly more prone
to low damage levels than elsewhere.
The generaldistributions of damage,particularly to brick masonry buildings suggest that the
damage level is at the low end of MSK Intensity VI1 ("Many (20to 50 percent) brick buildings
suffering moderate damageD2"), see Figure 6.8. Fitting the Newcastle distributions to the
average Gaussian vulnerability functions derived from the Martin Centre database, suggest
J, units (Martin Centre Intensity Scale).
Damage
a best fit at around an intensity level of 6.7
distributions of this order surveyed aroundstrong motion instruments, such asat Bisaccia
in the Italian earthquake of 1980 (16 percent D2 or worse for brick masonry structures)
correlate with a peak ground acceleration around 0.lg (Coburn et a1 1982). It should be
noted that this comparison with Bisaccia is for theeffects of an earthquakeat distance from
a larger magnitude event rather than, as in Newcastle, close to the epicentre of a smaller
magnitudeevent, so other characteristics like duration,frequencycontentand
vertical
components may be significantly different.
6.3

General
Damage
Survey
6.3.1 Methodology

As described in Section 2.3 a widespread damage survey was carried out, generally by
vehicle, where buildingswith visible damage were marked on the 1 :4000
scale aerial photo
montage. In the Hamilton area and central business district all streets were surveyed. In
the adjacent areas generally alternate streets were surveyed dueto time limitations. Two
levels of damage were recorded as follows:
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Red

Moderate
Yellow
Damage

Clear visible damage that is repairable
and is unlikely to cause severe injury.
Collapsed chimneys were included in this
category.

Heavy
Damage

Partial collapse of the structure sufficient
to cause severe injury (if people had been
within or adjacent to the structure).

Generally the Yellow category is similar to damage level D2 described previously and the
Red category similar to damage level D3 or greater. The primary intention of this survey
It mustbenoted,
was to establish thedensityand extent oftheearthquakedamage.
however, that the ground survey
is not as thorough as the
detailed photographic survey and
the risk of not identifying damage is much greater. The observed damage must therefore
be considered as a lower bound and it is likely that considerably more damage occurred.
6.3.2 Dlstrlbutlon of Damage
Figure 6.9shows thelocations of buildingswith moderate or heavy damage observed in the
general survey. While it can be seen that the areas of heaviest damage are in the vicinity
of the detailed photographic survey there is also considerable damage in the areas of The
Junction,Tighes Hill andBroadmeadow.Forcomparativepurposesthepercentageof
residential buildings damaged has been calculated and is shown in Figure 6.10. These
levels of damage are much lower than that observed in detailed photographic survey and
are believed to reflect a combination of:
i)
ii)

iii)

poorer data in thatmoredamage is missed;
residential districts had a much smaller proportion of vulnerable brick masonry
buildings comparedwith the commercial areas (Figure6.1),and greater than
50 percent of residential buildings are of timber frame construction which
showed significantly better earthquake resistance (Figure 6.4);
less damage occurred awayfrom principal streets.

In areas away from principal streets the building type is predominantly single storey with
timber frame dominating. However, in Silsoe Street, Mayfield, there was a concentration
of 1930'sresidential single-storey masonry construction which suffered significant damage.
6.4

Other
Damage
Survey
Data

The Newcastle City Council inspected most buildings
in the days after the earthquake (see
Section 7.2). They employed a four-colour coding scheme as follows:
Red - severedamage,immediatepublicdanger
Amber - severe damage, possible danger
Blue - damaged, buthabitable
Green - minor damage
In the follow-up visit made by Colin Taylor in June 1990, EEFIT obtained copies of the
colour-coded map for the area shown in Figure 6.10. Their Red classification is similar to
that adopted by EEFIT and their Blue and Amber correspond approximately to the Yellow
classification used by EEFIT. It must be noted that therewill be considerable variabilityin
the assessments betweendifferent inspectors and, as for the EEFIT survey, not
all damage
is reported.Inaddition
damage to schools,colleges,churches and so forth wasnot
reported onthemap.Percentagedamagelevels
for theresidentialareasusingthe
Newcastle City Council data are shownin Figure 6.10 In areas where comparisons between
the EEFIT and Councildata are shown (for example in the more heavily damaged areas of
Hamilton and Newcastle City centre)there is goodagreementbasedontheRedand
Yellow/Amber categories.
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The Newcastle City Council map showing the locations of
all residential buildingsdamaged
in the Red and Amber categories is reproduced in Figure 6.1 1. The pattern of damage is
similar to the EEFIT survey, except in Merewether which was not surveyed by EEFIT, and
in Mayfield wherethedensity of damage recorded byEEFITwasmuch
less thanthat
indicated in Figure 6.11.
The Newcastle City Council have also published series
a
of plans for the heaviestaffected
areas of Hamilton and the Newcastlecentral business district. These were carried out for
principal streets only and are reproduced in Appendix C. No analysis of these has been
carried out by EEFIT.
6.5FactorsinfluencingSpatial

Distributlon of Damage

Both Figures 6.9and 6.1 1 show that the heaviest concentration of damage was
in Hamilton
and the Newcastle central business district. The detailed damage survey has demonstrated
that the weak masonrystructures that suffered the worse degrees of damage, and
to some
extent the reinforced concrete structures that also exhibited the more severe categories
ofdamage,arepredominantlycommercialbuildingtypes.Theresidentialbuildingsthat
populate much of the region affected by the earthquake are primarily the less vulnerable
timber framedconstructionand have consequently suffered much lower damage
levels. The
concentrations of damage along Hunter Street
in Newcastle and Beaumount Street and
Lawson Street in Hamilton chiefly indicate the older commercial
streets ofthe original
settlements where the concentrations of the most vulnerable building stock are found.
How the locations of worst damage relate to the position of the epicentre is not clear. The
teleseismic instrumental location for the epicentre is some10 to 14km from the worstdamaged areas. This location determination is to some degree uncertain and could have
district of
been closer to themostdamagedareas.However,thecentralbusiness
Newcastle is the greatest concentration of masonry (particularly older masonry) buildings
for at least 30km around, and it is likely that any earthquake occurring in this region would
have caused higher damage levels in the older central business district of Newcastle than
in the residential areas around it. In the detailed building survey, the damage distributions
ofBeaumont Street and Lawson Street in Hamilton are almost identical to the damage
distributions of similar building types in Hunter Street in the central business district. The
intensity appears relatively uniform across the four
kilometres covered bythe detailed
survey and it is impossible to determine from the damage plots (Figures 6.7 and 6.9) any
particular concentrations of damage that might mark the focus of a localised earthquake
epicentre.
There may however be additional influences on the spatial distribution of damage, and these
are further considered in the following sections.
6.5.1 Soil ResponseEffect

The Institution of Engineers Australia (1990) report concludes that
soil effects were largely
responsible for the observed damage distribution.
Figure 6.12 shows the
damage distribution from the general survey superimposed on soil
the
thickness
diagram.
Generally,
there
is seemingly
no
correlation between damage
distribution and soil thickness. The damage recorded in the detailed photographic survey
inHunter Street in the City centre (Figure 6.7) seems to confirm this. A fairly uniform
distribution of damage was observed, even though thesoil thickness varies from near zero
at the eastern end to about 30m at thewestern end. The extent of damage in HunterStreet
is comparable to that in Beaumont Street, Hamilton where thesoil thickness is between 10
and20m.In these areas, with a high concentration of the more vulnerable multi-storey
older brick masonrybuildings,structural
factors probablyoutweighedtheinfluenceof
variable ground motionintensities due to site soil effects. To attempt to remove thiseffect
and work with a more homogeneous dataset, thedistribution of percentage damage levels
to residential buildings only was superimposed on thesoil thickness diagram, as shownin
Figure 6.13. Here it is apparent that in most affected areas the soil thickness is between
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0 and 1Om except in the Georgetown area, where there
is a highlevel of damage onthicker
soils.

In order to study further the effects of soil response and to provide analytical data for
evaluating possible site amplification effects, a series of analyses has been carried out
usingtheone-dimensional
(l-D) program SIREN developedatOve Arupand Partners
(Heidebrecht et al 1990). In this program, the soil deposits overlying rock are modelledas
1-D layered systems with propagation of shear waves only in the
vertical direction. The
model is non-linear, andSIREN solves the problem in the time domain using the
finite
difference method. The aim is to determine the surface ground motions resulting from a
specified bedrock earthquake motion, and hence to study the amplification or attenuation
of the peak parameters and the variation
of the frequency content of response spectra
computed for the bedrock and surface motions, as a result of resonance
effects in the soil
layer(s).
Five of the set of borehole data supplied by Coffey and Partners have been used in the
analyses of site response effects. The boreholes are illustrated in Figure 6.14 and their
locations are shown in Figure 6.12. For the site response analyses an earthquake time
history with a similar response spectrum to those shown in Figure 4.5 was selected and
used to represent a rock surface motion appropriate to the Newcastle earthquake. The
selected rock motionis taken from the Honshu, Japan earthquake
of 5th April 1966, and was
measured 4km from the magnitude 5.5 earthquake. The record was scaled by a factor of
0.45 in order that its response spectrum (thick solid line in Figure 6.15) approximates the
probable range of response
spectra indicated by the shadedregion in Figure 6.15 (the range
ofresponse spectra reportedearlierinFigure4.5).
The scaled record has a peak
acceleration of 0.129 and peak velocity of 0.05m/s. Dynamic soil properties were derived
from SPT results and soil descriptions as given in Heidebrecht et al (1990) and Henderson
et al (1990).
The resulting calculated groundsurface acceleration response spectra for5percent
structural damping are shown in Figure 6.15 over the range of fundamental building period
(0.1-1.O seconds) relevant to buildings in Newcastle.
It is clear that the shallowsoil deposits (boreholes Band E) amplify the shortperiod motion
(in the range 0.1-0.3 seconds) by
factors of 2%-3. Low-rise structures ofup to 3 or 4
storeys would therefore be expectedto have shown a greater level
of damage in the areas
underlain by these soils. As the soil thicknessincreases(boreholes
A andD)the
amplification is seen to reduce in magnitude but extend over a wider
period range. For the
deepestdeposit(boreholeC)aslightattenuationcompared
with bedrockmotion is
indicated. These results agree reasonablywell with the trends observed in Figure6.13 but
there is too large a variability in the datato draw any firm conclusions.
The calculations show that unlike other earthquakes such as Mexico City in 1985 (EEFIT
1986) and San Francisco in 1989 (EEFIT 1991), deep soft soil deposits do not necessarily
amplifythebedrockgroundmotion
to any significantextent.This
is confirmed bythe
results of detailed site response analysis by Heidebrecht et a1 (1990) who conclude that
spectral amplification is most significant when the seismic
excitation has substantial energy
in the region of the site period (which for deep soft sites could be in the order of 1-2.5
seconds). The very highsite amplification effects recorded in MexicoCity (factors of about
6) and San Francisco resulted from far field earthquakes (epicentral distances of about
400km and 100km, respectively) where the attenuated bedrock motion had a frequency
content shifted towards the longer periods. For the lower magnitude, near
field earthquake
in Newcastle the energy would almost certainly have been concentrated at the shorter
periods(Figure4.5)andwouldthereforetend
to excite site resonance effects inthe
shallower, stiffer soil deposits as indicated in Figure 6.15.
Hence it is concluded that the suggestedcorrelation of greatest damage with the areas of
deepalluvial soil deposits in Newcastle (Institution ofEngineersAustralia,1990and
Brunsdon, 1990) is not substantiated by the observed damage distribution or by the
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analytical results presented here. The actual situation is clearly more complex with the
possibility of some quite localised ground motion amplification effects in the shallower
and/or stiffer soil deposits. The widespread variation of soil types and thickness in the
Newcastle area (Figure 3.5) together
with the analyticalresults presented hereinshow that
the attempt to relate damage distribution simply to soil depth or type is unrealistic and
unlikely to lead to useful or accurate results. The overall result of this study is that whilst
theanalytical results areusefulforindicating
localised variations ofgroundmotion,
amplitude and frequency content, the complexity of the problem makes it very difficult to
develop generalised conclusions regarding the significance of
site effects in the response
softer sites areunlikely to have
distribution. However, it is clearthatthedeeper,
demonstrated any significant amplification effects in this earthquake.
6.5.2 Effects of Mining

Sections 3.3and 3.4 refer to thegeologyoftheSydney/Newcastlearea,andthecoal
extraction in the borehole seam beneath the City of Newcastle.
It is noticeable thatinseveralearthquakesdamagehasbeenassociated
with mining
activity. In the Liege earthquake this was associated with settlement induced by mining
(EEFIT, 1984). In Newcastle there has been no evidence of damage to mines currently in
use. If, however, the pattern of damage is plotted together with the area of coal extraction
as in Figure 6.16 there appears to be a clear correlation between damage and the edge of
mining activity. This may be due to motion being concentrated at the perimeter
of the coal
extraction. An alternative explanationis sociological in that the mine perimeters tend
to be
aligned along major roads. This is also where the most vulnerable buildings are situated
and consequently there may be purely historical reasons why the damage is concentrated
as it is.
6.5.3 Discussion

The reasonswhy the most severe earthquake damage occurred apparently
10 to 14km from
theepicentre is notentirelyclear,although
it mustberecognisedthatthere
is still
significant uncertaintyintheepicentrallocation.It
is certain thatthemostvulnerable
buildings are located principally in these areas and other possible explanations include
some geological feature which may have directed the strong ground motion towards the
heavily damaged areas such as Hamilton and the Newcastle central business
district. As
in most earthquakes, the most likely explanation involves a combinationof these effects,
since rarely is it obvious why certain damage distributions are observed. The exception to
this is when soil amplification effects are dominant, as in Mexicoin 1985 and SanFrancisco
in1989.In
bothcases therewasaclear,unambiguous
correlation betweenbuilding
damage andsoil type, but as indicated in this study, this was not the case in the Newcastle
earthquake.
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7.0

SOCIAL RESPONSE
TO
THE
EARTHQUAKE

7.1

Preparatlon
and
InRlal
Response

Prior to theearthquake,CouncilleadersandsurveyorshadbeensentonDisaster
Preparation courses run by the State Government of New South Wales. These courses
dealt with the threat to life and property of floods, hurricanes and earthquakes. Whilst the
risk of a damaging earthquake occurring
close to anurban centre like Newcastle was
considered small in comparison with other natural dangers, such courses nevertheless
contributed to the effective response of the authoritiesto this event, which revealed a high
level of organisation amongst the Police, rescue and recovery services. This was desplte
the fact that the event occurred during a holiday period, with many key people away from
the City when the earthquake Struck. For example, on the
day of the earthquakeNewcastle
City Council was manned by a 'skeleton' staff, with all senior officers on leave. This was
accepted as normal practice at that time of the year.
Newcastle City Council does not have a disaster plan, although such plans exist for the
Police and other emergency services. The State's Special Emergency Services (S.E.S.)
was called in to assist with general policy in handling and coordinating the immediate
any stagedeclare anEmergency
responseofthevariousauthorities,butdidnotat
Situation. The Council and Police coordinated within a few hours apolicy of closing off to
the general public the badly damaged areas such as BeaumontStreet in Hamilton and the
City's central business district (see Section 7.2). Access was allowed only to emergency
personnel in thefirst few days, andthereafter to residents and thosewith businesses within
to buildings was controlled by the Council Surveyors and
the cordoned off areas. Entry
Building Inspectors who drew up a procedure of building damage assessment in order to
designate those buildings which were unsafe for entry (see Section 6.4). The danger of
aftershocks accentuated the importance and urgency of this work, which was coordinated
bythe City Council Surveying Department. The advice of earthquake experts from the
AustralianSeismologicalCentreinCanberraindicatedthatatleast
one aftershockof
magnitude 4-4.5 could be expected within 48 hours of the main shock. This influenced
decision making on matters such as building inspection and demolition.
The Authority's initial response to the earthquake was therefore understandably cautious,
and their priority was to act conservativelywith respect to the maintenance of public safety
in view of the lack of previous experience of such events. The Australian Army sent four
teams of engineers on the day
following the earthquake (29th December 1989), and the
personnel included structural engineers trained in methods of building safety assessment.
Buildings Surveyors and Senior Engineers were sent by cities
other within 2 or 3 days of the
earthquake to assist with the initial damage assessment exercise. For example, Brisbane
sent two engineers to join the Newcastle City Council operations for aperiod of 3 weeks,
and Sydney sent one engineer for an indefinite period.
A Control Headquarters was established on the 6th
floor ofthe Council Administration
Centre, King Street, Newcastle utilising the existing management structureof the Council's
Health and Building Services Division (Figure 7.1). The headquarters incorporated liaison
with the Police and other emergency services. Harold Stuart, the
Director of the Healthand
Building Services Division,wasappointedonthe
day following theearthquakeasthe
Council's Coordinator. The basis of his role was to instigate measures to ensure public
safety and provide an orderly and efficient restoration of access to the affected areas of
the city. He was also to act as the liaison point with the Police.

On 30th December a professional media organisation was drafted on to the Council staff
to issue regular releases and organise press conferences,in order to free Council staff to
tackle the task of building inspection unhindered.
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7.2

Building Inspection Procedures

Within two days of the earthquake, a largely voluntary force of local structural engineers,
architects and building inspectors began safety assessments
of buildings and houses. This
work was coordinated by the Newcastle City Council, who responded immediately to the
earthquake to set up a Property Information Database to monitor the damage assessment
procedures. Similar safety inspections were carried out by the Public Works Department
forhospitals,schools andotherpublicbuildings,and
by FederalAgenciesforFederal
Properties.
The Property Information Database took four
days to establish, during which time Newcastle
City Council received 6-7,000 enquiries to request assistance in damage assessment and
safety evaluationon private properties. On thebasis of the database,it has been estimated
that roughly 10,000 buildings (about 10 percent of the total building stock) were damaged
as a result of the earthquake, although much of this damage was relatively minor such as
cracking of plaster and ceilings, and so forth. It has been reported (Financial Times 1990)
that about 500 buildings (mostly residential) were partly or completely demolished in the
weeks following the earthquake.
In addition to the Army rescue teams and structural engineers mentioned in Section 7.1,
Council Building Surveyors were usedto increase the Inspection Teamsto a total of eight
by 30th December, two days after the earthquake. These teams carried out a brief initial
inspection of all buildings with significant damage, and advised the Council on whether or
not a full structural investigation was required.The inspections wereinitiated in the central
business district of Newcastle, within the outermostclosed off perimeter indicatedin Figure
7.2. In total there were twenty building surveyors
to provide this initial advice, togetherwith
twelve structural engineers assigned tolook at special problems arising in the more
difficult
cases.
A procedure involving coloured taggingto indicate the status of buildingswith moderate to
severe damage was begun four days
after the earthquake. Two categorieswere employed,
as follows:

Yellow:

Likely structural damage.
Building
subject
engineers.

Red:Buildingseverely
demolition.

damaged
and
dangerous
to

to assessment by
independent

enter.Liableforpart

or total

Examples of the notices posted on building entrances, designating one of the above two
categories, are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. In both cases, the authority to carry out
demolition or reconstructionwork was vestedwith the TownClerk. Entry to such buildings
was restricted to ownersand/or lawful occupiers,together with authorisedstructural
engineers and inspectors.
The system of closing off the road and footpath access to certain parts of the city centre
andinnersuburbs,asdescribed
in Section 7.1, was carried outprimarilyasasafety
precaution in view ofthe high proportion ofdamaged buildings in certain areas. These
presented in many cases severe danger resulting frompartial or total collapse, particularly
in view of the warning of likely aftershocks. By January 2nd, 5 days after the earthquake,
it was apparent that some movement was
still occurring, causing newor additional damage
to buildings. This was of concern, particularly with regard to the objective of making the
central business district safe for general access
by January 8th. Therestricted access also
enabled rapid decisionsto be made on those buildings requiring demolition of part orall of
the structure, which proved in some casesto be a controversial matterwith protests from
building conservationists and the Newcastle Heritage. Examples of this were the George
Hotel in the central businessdistrict, a five storey unreinforced brick masonry building which
had to be demolished nine daysafter the earthquake (Plate7.1), the three storey Newcastle
RSL club on the corner of King Street and Perkins Street in the central business district
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(Plate 7.2), and a cinema in Perry Street. Pressure from Heritage groupsbuilt up from the
impression that wholesale random
demolitionwas taking place, butin fact only eight major
buildings were lost, including the Newcastle Working Mens' Club and The Junction Motel,
as discussed in Section 5.3 of this report (see Plates 5.61-5.64).
The decisions on barricading individual or groups of buildings, and for carrying out repair
and demolitionwork, wereassisted by two further forms ornotices issued by the Newcastle
City Council. Figure 7.5 shows the Rapid Evaluation Safety Assessment Form used in the
first few daysafter the earthquaketo establish the Property Information Database described
above and to determine the appropriate damage level notice (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). The
form was completedby an authorised building inspector,and identified the buildingusage,
number of storeys, damage condition (under 7 categories, see Figure 7.5), and Council
works action required suchas propping unsafe awnings and barricading footpaths or road
access. All repairs or demolition also had to receive Council authorization using a form
such as that shown in Figure 7.6.
Once the danger of damaging
aftershocks had subsided and casesof critical or dangerous
damage dealt with by demolition or emergency repair as appropriate, the Council was able
to review the extent of the
closed perimeter around the Newcastle central business
district,
in order to re-establish general access to parts of the city so that businesses and offices
could resume their activities as quickly as possible. The central business district was reopened in a staged programme asillustrated in Figure7.2, with reduction of the size of the
restricted area as districts were cleared for re-occupation. The central business district
was fully re-opened (except for certain street closures) on 8th January, 11 days after the
earthquake, when all safety checks and essential demolition had beencarried out. Further
closures in the Hamilton area (Figure 7.2),
particularly the heavily damaged Beaumont Street
(see Section 5), were in force until after the EEFIT team left Newcastle on 11th January.
7.3

Ald
and
Recovery
Programme

An earthquake information centre was established on 15th
January 1990 andoperated until
23rd March 1990. The centre provided information fromall the appropriate authorities and
other services such
as architects, solicitors, structural engineers, builders and the insurance
industry. Inco-operation withthe Department of Family and Community Services, the centre
answered thousands of enquiries to those people requiring assistanceand advice.
A major considerationin addition to the procedures for assessing public safety
as described
in Section 7.2 above was the needto re-open businessand commercial districts as quickly
to facilitate the
as possible, even if demolitionof dangerous buildings was required in order
process of returning theCity to normal operation. It was recognisedby the authorities soon
after theearthquakethatthebiggest
loss to the City wouldbethedangerofsmall
businesses beingforced to close or be severely interrupted, especiallyin view of the poor
economic climate which pervaded the city even prior to the earthquake. In areas such as
Beaumont Street, Hamilton,closureevenfor
3 or 4 weekscouldhavecausedseveral
difficulties even before
businesses to fold, sincemany were experiencing severe economic
the earthquake happened. This risk was minimised by the rapid and effective response to
the disaster madeby theauthorities, who regarded the re-establishment
of normal business
writing this report 30,000
and commercial activity asahigh
priority. At thetimeof
insurance claims had beenfiled and estimates of the total cost of reconstruction range as
high as $A1.2bn (Financial Times 1990).

The humancost of the earthquake has also taken
its toll. Up to 3000 people were displaced
from their homes, mostly on a temporary basis, but 6 months after the earthquake it has
been estimated (Financial Times1990) that 500 houses are
still uninhabitable and 500 more
will have to be demolished. As a result, there are 1000 families sharing accommodation,
with all its associatedsocial problems. Trauma and community breakdowns were dealt
with
in the aftermath of the earthquake by special counselling and advice services up
set by the
John
authorities,andfinancial
aid wassoughtfromanationalappeallaunchedby
McNaughton, the Lord Mayor of Newcastle. Federal and state government assistance has
poured into the reconstructionprogramme, but thecost of the disruption to an alreadyailing
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industry and commerce is impossible to cover in this manner. All sectors of local industry
to make up for the
have reported (Financial Times 1990) that they are now attempting
losses sufferedin the aftermath of the earthquake, but according to the Lord Mayor it will
be 5 years before reconstruction is completed, and perhaps a decade before the city fully
recovers.
In conclusion, the authorities response to this earthquake was commendably swift and
effective, and was quickto identify the major issues involved and
to draw up procedures for
dealing with them. A number of important lessons have been learnt, which if recognised
further afield (not least in the UK) could give vital information which would be useful in
If this is the case, then the unfortunate
dealing with future events of a similar nature.
experiences of Newcastlecould prove tobe
avaluablelearninggroundforthe
establishment of effective earthquake preparedness and recovery programmes.
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8.0

DISCUSSION

8.1

Lessons
on
Building
Construction

8.1.l Overview
The most important lesson learned from the extensive damage caused by the Newcastle
earthquake is the importance of proper detailing required to ensure adequate earthquake
protection. This is applicable to buildings of all types of construction, but particularly to
unreinforced brick masonry buildings. About 37 percent of the brick masonry buildings in
the worst affected areas were damaged in the earthquake (Figure 6.4), with 21 percent
suffering moderate damage such as
partial collapse of parapets, awnings and/or chimneys,
and severe cracking of walls or cladding. Much of this damage could have been prevented
or reduced by the more widespread use of wall ties for cavity construction and stronger
methodsofsupportsforawnings.Improved
detailing of suchfeaturesandother
unsupported brickwork would have greatly reduced the risk arising fromfalling masonry In
this earthquake. Three people were killed by falling masonry, and if this earthquake had
occurred in a normal working week and not in a holiday period, theloss of life could have
been many times worse.
Collapse of parapet or gable ends was the most common form of failure in both domestic
and commercial unreinforced masonry buildings,
and in almostall cases this failurewas the
result of inadequatetying to thestructure,eitherbecausetherewasalackof
ties or
because they were corroded. Many masonry walls, particularly long, laterally unsupported
walls showedevidenceof out-of-plane deformationwherethenominal
lateral support
provided by roof trusses orceiling beams supported by these
walls was clearly inadequate.
Much better performance was observed where there was physical anchoring
of the ends of
the roof trusses or beams to the top of the masonry walls.
Some structures had been weakened with respect to earthquake resistance by the effect
of alteration such as the anchoring ofsteel beams into masonrypiers forming partof a wall
system. In these cases, considerable damage was observed at the
steel beam/masonry
intersection. The effect ofmasonry infill panels in modern reinforced concrete or steel
framed structures was generally beneficial, since even though cracking had occurred in
many instances (seePlate 5.46), the infill had protected the structural frame from significant
damage by the addition of considerable strength and energy dissipation to the structure.
Lackofpropermaintenanceandtheconsequent
deterioration ofolderbrickmasonry
buildings played a significantrole in the risk of earthquake damage. In the central business
district many of the buildings are exposed to a sea atmosphere since the city is situated
close to the Pacific Ocean and to the Hunter River mouth. Evidence of loss of mortar in
brickwork joints andofstoneormasonry
deterioration wasprevalent,together
with
corrosion of brick ties in cavity walland veneer construction. Problems with reinforcement
corrosion even in modernreinforced concrete buildingshave ais0 been reported, even prior
to the earthquake.
Masonry chimneys in all forms of domestic construction showed widespread failureabove
to be dismantled for safety reasons,
the flashing at roof level. Numerous chimney tops had
and many others need repair.

8.1.2 Revision of Building Design and Construction Regulations
The State and National Building Codes refer for structural detailing to specific Australian
Standards, such as the concrete code AS 1480, the steel code AS 1250 and the loading
code AS 1170. These state-of-the-art documents have each been compiled by a committee
of experts using all availableinformation. Eventhough Newcastlewaszero-ratedfor
earthquake loading in the SAA Earthquake CodeAS 21 21 (1979), as detailed in Appendix A,
very little major structural damage occurred to modern engineered buildings (Section5.3).
This is an important fact when assessing the adequacy of modern building codes.
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Therevisionofthe
SAA EarthquakeCodewhichwasinprogressevenprior
to the
Newcastle earthquake will ensure that greater attention is given to detailing to enhance
structural continuity in new structures, particularly in joint design. It is also important that
the code should give greater attention to the provision of lateral support, particularly for
unreinforced masonryconstruction. This may involve tighteningup the requirements for wall
ties, and the ductility requirements for both reinforced concrete and steel structures.
For existing buildings and domestic construction (which at present is not covered by the
design code except for multi-storey isolated dwellings, see Appendix A.l), the problem is
more complicated. Retrofitting of existing buildings is expensive andin many cases the age
and construction (particularly for masonry buildings) makes such procedures uneconomical.
At a
conference
on
the
Newcastle
earthquake
held
at
Newcastle
University
on
February 15-16, 1990, and sponsored by the
Institution of Engineers Australia and the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects, proposals were made for tying parapets to roof trusses
in order to preventtheir collapse underearthquakeloading.Twosuchproposalsare
illustrated in Figure 8.1. It is likely that these or similar proposals will be included in the
detailing requirements of the revised earthquake design code.
The conference held at Newcastle University brought together over
400 structural and civil
engineers, architects, seismologists and local government officials, and gave an indication
ofthe interest inearthquakesandearthquakeengineeringwhichhasbeengenerated
throughoutAustralia
bythe
Newcastleearthquake.Topicsdiscussed
(Institution of
Engineers Australia 1990) included the behaviour of buildings and other structures during
earthquakes, post-event assessment of earthquake damage, requirements for new buildings
including risks andinsurance,maintenanceandrepairsof
existing structures, andthe
special requirementsof heritage buildings. The conference reached general agreement that
existing buildings should have no retrospective upgrading requirements for their continued
use, with three possible exceptions - buildings whichhave suspended awnings or parapets
or other projections likely to be damaged by earthquake forces, buildings and structures
having apossible post-disasterfunction (e.g. hospitals and fire stations), and buildings such
as schools wheresignificant loss of life might occurin an earthquake. There was also good
general support for the suggestion that Australian-wide minimum design requirements for
earthquake resistance of buildings should be established.
The outcome of these
active and on-going discussions should besignificantly
a
revised and
detailing for features known
improved SAA Earthquake Code,with an emphasis on improved
to be vulnerable to lateral forces. Provided the provisions are formulated on a rational and
realistic basis, the additional cost of such vital design features shouldbe minor compared
with the benefits arising from increased safetyand earthquake resistance,
for the prevention
of damage and (in moderate or severe earthquakes) possible loss of life.
8.1.3 Repair and Reconstruction in Newcastle

A lesson learned as a result of the Newcastle earthquake is the importance of careful
control applied to the design of repaired or re-instated features on buildings damaged by
the earthquake. The Newcastle City Council proposed in January 1990 (at the time of the
EEFIT visit) to maintain records of the rebuilding programme, and insisted that as part of
this process all repairs and new construction should be subjected to stringent checking
throughthestandardbuilding
application procedures. For thispurpose,theCouncil
assigned 20-25 Planning Officers to cope with the extra workload. It was stated (Stuart
1990) in this respect thatsomerepairs
to buildings carried out following the1925
earthquake (see Section4.1) had been poorly
carried out and had consequently
failed again
in the 1989 shock.
A reportpublishedon19thMarch
1990bythe NewcastleTown Clerk's Co-ordination
Committee on Matters Relating to the Health and Building Services Divisions (Newcastle
City Council 1990) outlines the Council policy on
interim requirements for the design of
earthquake resistant buildings. It recognises that whilst regional
and national standards and
legislation are to be reviewed in the light of the Newcastle earthquake (seeSection 8.1,2),
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it will take one to two years for such amendments to be effected. The report, therefore,
reflects the urgent need to set interim requirements to provide guidelines for construction
of new buildings in the Newcastle area, and to address the upgrading and maintenance of
existing buildings. This urgency was highlighted
by the amount of repair and reconstruction
work being undertaken in the aftermath of the earthquake, without formal guidelines in
regard to earthquake-resistant construction.
The report noted that existing codes/standards have been set for brickwork construction,
mortar and wall ties and strict adherence to these should provide a substantial level of
earthquake resistance, particularly in relation to dwelling construction.
For new buildings, the report proposed that interim
the
requirements shouldbe based onAS
2121 - SAA Earthquake Code for buildings in Zone A with the exception of post disaster
buildingswhereby it is proposedthat construction will be in accordance with Zone 1
requirements (see Appendix A).
The implications of these proposals are
negligible for buildings in Zone A in regard to
ductile construction (having ability to withstand inelastic deformations).However,nonductile buildings (in Zone A) and post-disaster buildings (in Zone 1) will be of a substantially
higher standard than currently required.
With regard to domestic housingno specific requirements were proposed for single storey
dwellings.However,thereportemphasisedthat
strict compliance andsupervisionof
current building regulations is necessary. It was also considered that domestic housingin
excess of one storey requires specific design consideration particularly in relation to high
masonry walling, and a design provision has been included in the recommendations.
For existing buildings, the extensive damageto brick parapets and awnings of commercial
buildings has highlighted the need for upgrading of hazardous buildings to ensure public
It wasproposedthat
all buildingsconsidered to be
safety in any futureearthquake.
is not
potentially hazardous should be examined and upgraded where necessary. Upgrading
a simple task for either Council or the building owners and a reasonable period of time
flexible based on
needs to be allowed. Five years has been suggested, but this should be
the circumstances of each situation.
In summary, the Newcastle Town Clerk's Report recommends the following:
1.In

accordance with theLocal GovernmentAct,1919the
Councilshouldadoptthe
following interim requirements for the design of new buildings and the upgrading of
existing buildings within the City of Newcastle.
Certification of such design shall be required
engineer at the building application stage.

by a qualified practising structural

a)
New
buildings,
additions
and
alterations
to
existing buildings
excluding
detached single dwellingsand multiple dwellings sideby side and not on top
of another, shall comply with Australian Standard 2121-1979SAA Earthquake
A, with the exception of essential facilities (post-disaster
Code,Zone
buildings) which shall comply with the requirements for buildings in Zone 1.
b)Single
and multipledwellings ofmasonry construction andin excess ofone
storey constructionshall be designed
strictly in accordancewith AS 1640-SAA
Brickwork Code.
c)

Where considered necessary for public safety, existing buildings incorporating
repairs and restoration shallbestrengthened
to resist earthquakes to a
minimum standard as determined by Councilin the particular case.
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2.

A further report is to be provided bythe Director ofHealthand Building Services in
regard to the supervision of domestic housing pertaining to the strict adherence to
current regulations and standards.

3.

An earthquakehazard mitigation programme is to beimplemented in regardto
masonry parapets and awnings adjacent to or over public areas. Such structures
where necessary are to be upgraded and structurally certified within five years.

4.

Regular reports are to be provided to Council in regard to legislation review and the
earthquake hazard mitigation programme.

TheReport also issued detailed guidanceondesignandstructuralconsiderations
for
effective earthquake resistance, up-gradingof existing buildings, general requirements for
wall ties, mortars and damp-proof courses, and regulations for building approvals. These
have been reproducedin Appendix D, and represent a thorough treatmentof the subject of
repair and reconstruction in Newcastle to prevent such extensive damage occurring inany
future earthquakes.
8.2

implications for Areas of Low Selsmicttysuch as the UK

The Newcastle earthquake has important implicationsto many areas of low seismicity such
asthe UK. In global terms, it was of moderatemagnitude (5.6), and giventhepresent
understanding of earthquake source mechanismsit is possible that earthquakes of this size
could occur, albeit with low probability, in virtually any location. Generally, however, such
shocks cause little damage to engineered structures because of their remoteness from
populated areas. The exception withNewcastle is that the earthquake occurred nearcity,
a
which having no special provision against earthquakes was vulnerable to seismic ground
motion.
The earthquake represents a graphic demonstration of what would happen in
any other
similar largetown
or city whichhasbeen
constructedwith no specialmeasures
incorporated for earthquake loadings. The lesson for these
sites is clear. Structures or
components with easily identifiable vulnerable features will fail. Engineers need therefore
to evaluate the risk associated with existing building stock and those under construction
using present-day codes (with no earthquake provisions) as compared with the additional
cost of incorporating minimum detailing requirements. For example, decisions need to be
made on whether all new parapets be reinforced, and existing parapets be demolished or
strengthened (Figure 8.1), whether structures designed with high eccentricity of strength
or mass (such as The Junction Motel which was demolished soonafter the earthquake as
a result of column failure, see Plates 5.63, 5.64) or structures containing "soft" storeys
should be designed with more stringent controls to ensure they have adequate capacityto
withstand moderate earthquake loadings. From an engineering viewpoint, the answers to
these issues are clear. The only remaining question is whether the cost to society can be
afforded, given the level of risk of earthquake damage compared to other types of natural
or man-made hazard.
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9.0

CONCLUSIONS

The field investigation and detailed follow-up studies presented in this report have led to
the following conclusions:1.

The type of building stock most vulnerableto moderate or severe earthquake damage
in areas of relatively low seismic risk (where building regulations do not make any
specific allowance forlateral earthquake loading)is unreinforced brick masonry. This
construction type, particularly in commercial usage, is about twice as vulnerable to
damage compared with reinforced concrete frame buildings, and nearly three times
as vulnerable as buildings of timber frame construction.

2.

The detailed andgeneralsurveysofbuildingdamageinNewcastle
carried outby
EEFIT have given data which correlates very closely with that obtained from similar
surveys following other earthquakes of similar magnitude in Europe and elsewhere.
This consistency of damage data for various common forms of construction leads
to
the conclusion that accurate estimates of seismic vulnerability of
existing building
stock are possible in areas of low risk such as Australia or the UK.

3.

A rigorous analytical approach to the study of site soil amplification effects due to
this earthquake has indicated, contrary to previous reports, that such effects were
evident primarily for the shallow,stiff soils near the border of the alluvial basin, and
that there was a reasonablecorrelation between such areas and the locations of the
most severe building damage. For a
near-field earthquake of this type, deep soft
soils tend to attenuate the bedrock ground motion, except in the long period range
which is relevant onlyto buildings taller than those currentlyexisting in the Newcastle
area.

4.

Thecomparisonofdamage
distribution with theperimetersofcoalminingactivity
showed a degree of correlation which could be recognised as a significant feature
oftheearthquakedamagepattern.Thismay
be connected with historical and
sociological urban development, since the mine perimeters tend to be aligned along
major roads, whichis also where the most vulnerable buildings are situated, such as
older, commercial brick masonry building stock.
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RESTRICTED TO OWNER,
AND/OR LAWFUL OCCUPIER

THIS NOTICE WAS POSTED
UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF
THE TOWN CLERK

PROPERTY

DO NOT REMOVE THIS NOTICE
WITHOUT AUTHORITY FROM
THE TOWN CLERK

NAME

AND

ADDRESS:

NO DEMOLITION OR
RECONSTRUCTION WORKIS TO
BE CARRIEDOUT WITHOUT
AUTHORISATION FROMTHE
TOWN CLERK. PH 299306

SIGNED.. ..............
for

W B LEWIS
TOWN CLERK

Newcastle City Council Damage Notice
(category red)
Figure

7.4

NEWCASTLE CITY COUNCIL
RAPIDEVALUATION SAFETY ASSESSMENT FORM
OVERALLRATING:
LimitedEntry ( y e 1 1 0 w ) [ 7
Unsafe ( r e d )
0
INSPECTOR:
N o of s t o r i e s :
Basement:Yes/No/Unknown
PRIMARY OCCUPANCY:

0
0

Dwelling:
Other
Residential:
Industrial:
Public Assembly
Heritage 1 t e m : n

Inspection
Date:

0 Commercial/Office:
0School: 0 Government:s8:n
0ther:O

Note:Thisassessment
Is to classifypublicfootpathsandroadwaysassafefor
passageand to classifybuildingswhichmaybeenteredbythe
Owner and/or
Occupier.
It is made fromanexternalinspectionofbuildingfaces
10 thestreet.
Everybuilding

IS to bepostedwiththisnotice

at thetimeofthisassessment.

Instructions:Reviewbuildingfortheconditionslistedbelow.
Post thebuilding
UNSAFEIftheanswers
to 1,2,3 or 4 is yes, or in yourdiscretionhavingregard
to observedconditions.Otherwise,post
LIMITED ENTRY, pendingtheowner's
report.
CONDITION:
Yes
1. Collapse,partlalcollapse,orbuildingleanlngofffoundation:
.......
2. Buildingorstoreynoticeablyleaning:
.........................................
3. Severerackingofwalls,obviousseveredamageanddistress:
........
4. Apparentdangerfromnelghbourlngbulldlng:
...............................
5 . Chlmney,parapetorotherfalllnghazard:
....................................
6. Awning
Unsafe:
...........................................................................
7 . Other
hazard
present:
.................................................................

No

0 0
o n
0 0
U
0 0
U 0

clcl

COUNCIL WORKS ACTION REQUIRED:
1. P ruonps aafw
e n l n[gssp e c i f y ]

:

_____-_________-__--_---_---_---__--_-__-_-------__---__--_-__-___--_______--------------__---_----_-----------_---_----B a r r i c a dre sq u ifra
oesl dl o w s :
[draw
plan
using
overleaf
necessary]
If

2.

__--------__-__-------_---_--__--_--_-----_-----_-----__--_-_

-----_---____________________________
__
OTHER
COMMENTS:
................................................

Slgned

Date

OFFICE USE ONLY:
1. Heritageassessment:

____-__-____----

..........................................

----------------

2. Health
and
Buildlng
endorsement
3. Copy of this form sent lo Council Works

_______________-

Engineer:-

-________-______

4 . Owner
advised:

______-_____-_-_

5. WorkscompletedbyCouncilWorksEngineerand
form
returned
to Health
and
Building:
6. Computer
records
updated:
__

________-___-___
________________

Newcastle City Council Rapid Evaluation
Safety Assessment Form -

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE ADDRESSED
TO THE TOWN CLERK

FACSIMILE: (049) 29-6157
DX: 7872 NEWCASTLE

AUTHORISATION

The owner of the premises situatedat

is authorised to demolish/repair the following unsafe and
dangerous hazards:-

for
W B LEWIS
TOWN CLERK

DATE :

NOTE: While

Council is giving consent
only to undertake the
works recommended by the Structural Engineer and requested
by the owner to make the premises safe, it is the owner's
r-?=?c:-?: t . i . L < . t y
t,:-- sents from insurers,
iinanciers a n u o t h e r parties h a v i n g pecuniary interests in
the premises to undertake this work and any further works
in respect of these premises.
.->-L-

-

Newcastle City Council Authorisation Form
for building repairs or demolition
Figure

7.6

1
Steel roof connection

Reinforced concrete

Recommended arrangements for
tying or attaching parapets
Figure

81
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APPENDIX A
Selected details from the Australian Earthquake Code (SAA 1979)

A. 1 Background and Exclusions
A . 2 Seismic Zone Map
A.3 Minimum Earthquake Forces

A. 1

A.l Backgroundand Exclusions

The Australian Earthquake Code (SAA 1979) is based largely on the United States of America
sets
provisions of ATC-3 (1 978) and UBC (1976). It is an empirically based design code, which
failure and
minimum standardswith regard to public safety,to safeguard against major structural
loss of life. Themainaim
is to preventstructuralcollapse,rather
thanthe prevention of
structural, or more particularly non-structural damage.
The code specifically excludes the following types of structure:
a)

Special structures (nuclear
power
stations,
hazardous
chemical

b)

Structures with unusual characteristics, where a dynamicanalysis

c)

BridgesDams
and

dl

Small
domestic
structures,
especially

facilities, etc.)
is required

in single-storey, isolated units.

The reason for exclusion (d) above is that the traditional Australian dwelling construction with
a well braced
timber frame and metal roof hasa high inherent earthquake resistance. The code
is however recommended for use in the design of
multi-storey single dwellings or multiple
side-by-side dwellings.
A.2 Seismic Zone Map

The seismic zone map shownin Figure A . l was compiled from the Bureau
of Mineral Resources
earthquake data file. This data filecontains the locations and magnitudesall
ofknown Australian
earthquakes occurring between 1897 and 1976, andis reasonably complete from 1969 onwards
for magnitudes M, 2 4 . Prior to 1969,thedata is complete only for M, 2 5 . According to the
seismic zone map, Newcastle is rated in zone zero and therefore all construction is excluded
from the provisions of the code, except for long-period structures which might be affected by
strong far-field earthquakes. In Zone A, ductile construction requires no lateral force analysis,
but for non-ductile buildings such as unreinforced masonry or brittle precast concrete panel
to ensure elastic behaviour, with a behaviour factorK (see
constructionthe code requires design
Section A.3 below) equal to 3.2. There is no height limit imposed on structures in Zone A. In
Zones 1 and 2, both ductile and non-ductileconstructionmust bedesignedforearthquake
forces. For example, for ductile structures the behaviour factor K in applying the lateral force
provisions (Section A.3) is taken to be 0.67 for ductile moment-resistingspace frames, 0.80 for
ductile moment-resistingspace frameswith bracing or shearwalls and 1.33for boxedshear wall
systems. For non-ductile structures, K=3.2as in Zone A and there is also a height limit of 50m
imposed c.n such structures.

A.2

A.3 Minimum Earthquake Forces

The minimum lateral force H for design of earthquake-resistant structures is given as:

where
W is the building's dead weight plus a proportion of vertical live loading,
S is the site factor taken as 1.5 unless calculated by properly substantiated
analysis based on site investigation data.

C is the seismic response factor
T"/15 but ~ 0 . 1 2and
CS
50.14
and T is the fundamental building period found by analysis or by

empirical methods

K is the ductility factor described in Section A.2 above.

I

is theimportance factor
= 1.0 or 1.2 for normal buildings and essential facilities, respectively.

2 is the zone factor
0.0 Zone
forZero
0.09 for
Zone A (non-ductile
construction)
0.18 forZone 1 for all typesofconstruction
0.36 forZone 2 for all types of construction
A minimum force level H of 0.02 W is required if Z is greater than 0.0.

The above requirements areis similar to that of UBC (1976). The lateral force H is to be applied
non-concurrently in the building's principal directions, and non-simultaneously
with the wind
loading. In Zone 2 the maximum lateral force coefficient H/W is taken to be 0.034 for normal
structures with a ductile moment-resistingspaceframe and0.041forequivalentessential
facilities, which is roughly equivalent to UBC Zone 2 (Moderate Seismicity), with a 500 year
return period peak ground acceleration of about 0.29.

A.3
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APPENDIX B
Recordings of the Newcastle Earthquake in Britaln A Determinatlon of Depth

-

by

R D .Adams of the International Seismological Centre

B. 1

The British Geological Survey operates a network of short-period seismographs, the Lownet
Array, around Edinburgh. These six stations gave very clear recordings of seismic phases that
have traversed theEarth's interior from the earthquake that occurred near Newcastle, Australia,
on 28 December 1989. Fig. B.l shows the traces at thesix stations, each identified by a threeletter code.The closest station, with the earliest arrival, is EDU(Dundee)at adistanceof
150.68' from the adopted epicentre, and the furthest is EAB (Aberfoyle) at 151.47'.
Seismic waves at this distance, called PKP phases, traverse the Earth's core by three distinct
paths which, in orderof arrival and decreasing depth of penetration into thecore are termed the
DF, BC and AB branches. The theoretical travel timesof these waves are shown in Fig. 6.2,
with
their first derivatives, which give the inverse velocity or "slowness" of the phase. The power
ofa close network of stations such as Lownet is that
it is possible to identify branches of
phases by slowness, as well as by absolute travel time.
The records show four distinct pulses at each station. The
first recorded phase has a time
difference of 2.1 seconds between the closest and furthest stations, which over a distance of
0.78' gives a slowness of 2.5 seconds/degree. This phase is thus clearly identified as the BC
branch of PKP, independently of its arrival time which also agrees within 2s with that for BC.
Similarly, the third recorded phases has a slowness of 4.3s/degree showing
it to be the AB
branch. It is interesting to seismologists to note the complete absence in this instance of the
theoretical first arrival of theDF branch, which penetrates the innercore of the Earth, and would
be expected about 6s before the BC branch.
Of particular interest both to seismologists and engineers are the second and fourth pulses,
which at each station follow the preceding phases by 4 seconds, and are of opposite polarity.
This indicates that they are surfacereflections from near the epicentre, and establishes the time
taken for seismic waves to travel from the focusto the surface as2 seconds. This gives a good
constraint on the depth of focus, which for the usual value of velocity in the upper crust must be
close to 10km.

6.2
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Recordings of the Newcastle earthquake
made at stations of the BGS Lownet array
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Theoretical travel times of PKP phases and
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APPENDIX C
Damage Survey Maps Produced by Newcastle City Council

The following maps were produced by the Department of Engineering, Newcastle
City
Council from its own and other records. The following coding is used.
Construction Material

Brick

Wood

Building Use

Commercial

lndustrial

Damage Intensity

Modified Mercalli Scale Value defined
on
the

c.1

Residential
following page.

THE MODIFIED MERCALLI SCALE

MM 1

Not felt byhumans, except in especially favourable circumstances, but birds and
animals may be disturbed.
Reported mainly from the upperfloors of buildings more than ten storeys high.
Dizziness or nausea maybe experienced.
Branches of trees, chandeliers, doors and other suspended systems of long natural
period may be seen to move slowly.
Water in ponds, lakes, reservoirs, etc. may be set into seiche oscillation.

MM 2

Felt byafewpersonsat
rest indoors, especially bythoseonupper
otherwise favourably placed.
The long period effects listed under MM 1 may be more noticeable.

MM 3

Felt indoors, but not identified as an earthquake by everyone.
Vibration may be likened to the passing light traffic.
It may be possible to estimate the duration, but not thedirection.
Hanging objects may swing slightly.
Standing motorcars may rock slightly.

MM 4

Generally noticed indoors, but not outside.
Very light sleepers may be wakened.
Vibration may be likened to the passing of heavy traffic, or to the jolt of a heavy
object falling or striking the building.
Walls and frame of buildings are heard to creak.
Doors and windows rattle.
Glassware and crockery rattles.
Liquids in open vessels may be slightly disturbed.
Standing motorcars may rock, and the shock can be felt by their occupants.

MM 5

Generally felt outside, and by almost everyone indoors.
Most sleepers awakened.
A few people frightened.
Direction of motion can be estimated.
Small unstable objects are displaced or upset.
Some glassware and crockery may be broken.
Some windows cracked.
A few earthenware toilet fixtures cracked.
Hanging pictures move.
Doors and shutters swing.
Pendulum clocks stop, start, or change rate.

MM 6

Felt by all.
People and animals alarmed.
Many run outside.
Difficulty experienced in walking steadily.
Slight damage to Masonry D.
Some plaster cracks or falls
Isolated cases of chimney damage
Windows, glassware, and crockery broken
Objects fall from shelves, and pictures from walls
Heavy furniture moved. Unstable furniture overturned.
Small church and school bells ring.
Trees and bushes shake, or are heard to rustle.
Loose material may be dislodged fromexisting slips, talus slopes, or shingle slides.

c.2

floors or

MM 7

General
alarm.
Difficulty experienced in standing.
Noticed by drivers of motorcars.
Trees and bushes strongly shaken
Large bells ring.
Masonry D cracked and damaged.
A few instances of damage to Masonry C.
Loose brickwork and tiles dislodged.
Unbraced parapets and architectural ornaments may fall.
Stone brick veneers damaged.
Decayed wooden piles broken.
Frame houses not secured to the foundation may move.
Cracks appear on steep slopes and in wet ground.
Landslips in roadside cuttings and unsupported excavations.
Some tree branches may be broken off.
Changes in the flow or temperature of springs and wells may occur
Small earthquake fountains.

MM 9

General
panic.
Masonry D destroyed.
Masonry C heavily damaged, sometimes collapsing completely.
Masonry B seriously damaged.
Frame structures racked and distorted.
Damage to foundations general.
Frame Houses not secured to the foundations shifted off.
Brick veneers fall and expose frames.
Cracking of the ground conspicuous.
Minor damage to paths and roadways.
Sandandmud
ejected inalluviatedareas,
with theformationofearthquake
foundations and sand craters.
Underground pipes broken.
Serious damage to reservoirs.

MM 10

Mostmasonrystructuresdestroyed,together
with theirfoundations.
Some well built wooden buildings and bridges seriously damaged.
Dams, dykes and embankments seriously damaged.
Railway lines slightly bent.
Cement and asphalt roads and pavements badly cracked or thrown into waves.
Large landslides on river banksand steep coasts.
Sand and musd on beaches and flat land moved horizontally.
Large and spectacular sand and mud fountains.
Water from rivers, lakes, and canals thrown up on the banks.

MM 11

Woodenframe structures destroyed.
Great damage to railway lines.
Great damage to underground pipes.

MM 12

Damage virtually total. Practically all works of construction destroyed or greatly
damaged.
Large rock masses displaced.
Lines of slight and level distorted.
Visible wave-motion of the ground surface reported.
Objects thrown upwards into the air.

c.3

Categories of non-wooden construction

Masonry A

Structures designed to resist lateral forces of about 0. l g . Typical buildings
of this kind are well reinforced by means ofsteel or ferro-concrete bands, or
are wholly of ferro-concrete construction. All mortar is of good quality and
the design and workmanship is good. Few buildings erected prior to 1935
can be regarded as in category A.

Masonry B

Reinforced buildings of good workmanship and with sound mortar, but not
designed in detail to resist lateral forces.

Masonry C

No
Buildings of ordinaryworkmanship, with mortarofaveragequality.
extreme weakness, such as inadequate bonding of the corners, but neither
designed nor reinforced to resist lateral forces.

Masonry D

Building with low standards of workmanship, poor mortar or constructed of
weak materials like mud brick and rammed earth. Weak horizontally.

Windows

Windowbreakagedependsgreatlyuponthenature
of theframeand
its
orientation with respect to the earthquake source. Windows cracked at MM
5 are usually either large display windows,
or windows tightly fitted to metal
frames.

Chimneys

The ”weak chimneys”listed under MM7 are unreinforced domestic chimneys
of brick, concrete block, or goured concrete.

Water Tanks

The”domesticwatertanks”
listed underMM 7 areofthecylindrical
corrugated-iron type. If these are only partly full, movement of the water
may
burst soldered and riveted seams.

c.4
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APPENDIX D
Guidelines for Repair and Reconstruction of Buildings in Newcastle
D.l
0.2
D.3

D.4
D.5

Design
Considerations
Structural Considerations
Upgrading of Existing Buildings
General
Requirements
Building Approvals

This appendix consists of extracts from the report by Newcastle City Council (1990)

D. 1

D.l

DesignConsiderations

Some of the factors that should be considered by designers in building earthquake resistance
into structures are as follows:
1.

Configuration of Building. Symmetry in planandelevation is desirable.Compactplan
If planningrequirements
dictate
shapesaremoredesirablethanextendedwings.
undesirable shapes, a detailed knowledge of earthquake engineering becomes important.

2. Configuration of Structure. Symmetryof lateral load resisting elements is desirable.
Dynamic torsional rotations willbe greaterthanthosesuggested
by asimple static
assessment of eccentricities.
3.

Materials. Adequately detailed reinforced concretewill have aductility or capacity to yield
of reinforced
but still carry load thatunreinforcedmasonrydoesnothave.Theuse
concrete, or structural steel or reinforcedmasonryforthemain
structural elements is
therefore desirable. This is not to preclude the use of unreinforced masonry, but its use
requires a more careful assessment by an engineer experienced in earthquake design.

4.

Roofs and Floors. Concrete floors in load-bearing masonry structures will be integrated
with the walls as a matter of course. In all other walls, it is important to ensure adequate
vertical support for thefloors and roofs, and to ensure the whole building
acts integrally and
walls do not fall away.

5. ProjectingParts.
Overhanging parts suchas projecting cornices,andparapetsand
chimneys are thefirst to fall during an earthquake. Not only is there damage to the building
when such parts fall, but they mayinjure people. They should be avoided as far as possible
or care taken to reinforce them and anchor them to the main structure.
D.2
1.

Structural
Considerations

Unrelnforced Masonry Structures. For unreinforcedmasonry structures the following
is recommended:

a)

A lateral load resisting systemmustbeclearlyidentified,forforcesalong
each of the two principal axes. Non-load bearing masonry elements
must be
if they
are
clearly identified separately
from
load
bearing
elements;
connected to the structure such that shear loads
will be inducedin them they
become load bearing.

b)

Everyloadbearingshearwallshallbecapable
of resisting thehorizontal
forces induced in it by its own mass and those transmitted to it, and based
stiffnesses of all elements.
on a distribution of forces calculated from relative

C)

Shearwallsmust

d)

Floor androofelementsmustbeconnectedto
structure has a three-dimensional integrity.

exist alongbothprincipalaxes.
walls to ensurethatthe

e)Floorandroofsystemsshallhavehorizontalbendingandshearcapacity
sufficient to transmit inertial (earthquake induced) forces to shear walls.
f)

Non-structuralelementsmustbe
effectively stabilised. In particular,freestanding walls (e.g. partitions and parapets not connectedto the structure at
their tops) shall be designed as vertical cantilevers for inertia face-loads
unless it can be reliably demonstrated that
they have sufficient edge support
and horizontal bending capacity.

D.2

2.

ReinforcedMasonryandConcrete,TimberandSteelFrameStructures.
structures the following is recommended:

a)The

For frame

lateralload resisting system and non-loadbearingelementsshouldbe
clearly identified as for unreinforced masonry structures.

b)Forframedstructuresinreinforcedmasonryandconcrete,membersare
to
be designed and detailedasductile
or non-ductile, with appropriate
earthquake design force coefficients.
C)

Steel framed structures are classified as either non-ductile or ductile pure or
braced frames. The appropriate earthquake design force
coefficient must be
chosen and the frame detailed accordingly.As steel structures are generally
the most flexible, drift limits rather than strength often govern the design of
members, but the strength of joints
is important to ensure that ductility is
available in accordance with the load assumptions.

d)

Buildings with timberframesaregenerallydesignedasbracedframesoras
shear wall structures. Usually timber will be designedas non-ductile except
where ductile joints,suchasnailplates
with lessstrengththantimber
members, are specially designed for non-linear cyclic behaviour.

e)Non-structuralelements(e.g.
infill panels,partitions,precastcladdingpanels)
shallbeseparatedfromthestructure
with clearancesgreaterthanthe
horizontal deflection calculated for the structure as if it were non-ductile.
f)

3.

The stability of thenon-structuralelementsshallbeasforunreinforced
masonrybuildings.
The designofconnectionsshallprovideadequate
provision for movements of the main structure.

ShearWallStructures.
Shear walls arethemainmemberstransferring
all the
earthquake induced loadsto the foundations and becauseof their stiffness generally
offer more protection to non-structuralelementsthanpureframebuildings.
Adequately reinforced concrete and masonry walls, timber plywood clad stud walls
and carefully
designed
structural
steel walls
can
possess
ductility.
The
recommendations in paragraph 1 above apply equally to shear walls of all materials.
Ductile shear walls should in addition be designed so that they will always fail in
flexure in preference to either overturning or shear failure.
D.3

1.

Upgrading ofExistingBuildings

Earthquake Resistance. Existing buildings which are subject to repair or restoration
will require strengthening in accordance with the codes, as specified in the interim
requirements.
It is recognised that the economic and practical feasibility to comply fully will in
certain circumstances be difficult. However, any lessening of earthquake resistant
requirements will only be considered where thereis no risk to life or major structural
failure.

2.

FireSafetyRequirements. Fire safetyupgrading will be consideredatthebuilding
application stage and though Council may not insist on immediate upgrading during
the earthquake recovery
period it willadvise the applicant/owner
of works considered
necessary in accordance with Ordinance 70 and Council's Fire Safety Upgrading
Programme. This will allow ownersto plan and budget for suchfire safety measures.

D.3

Fire Resistance Ratings. The use of adhesivese.g. epoxy based adhesives and non
fire-protected structural steel must be examined in earthquake restoration.

Council must consider these materials and be satisfied that in use they:a)

will not unduly reduce the existing level of fire protection afforded to persons
accommodated in or resorting to the building;

b)

will notundulyreducethe
structure; and

c)will

not undulyreducethe
adjoining buildings.

existing level of resistance to fire of thebuilding
existing safeguardsagainstspreadof

Subsequentlytheuseofthesematerials
locations of buildings.

fire to

may be prohibited in certain parts and

D.4
General
Requirements
Wall Ties. The minimum spacing of ties shall be strictly as required by Table 3.2of
Australian Standard 1640-1974. The material of cavity ties and masonry veneer ties
shall be
corrosion
resistant and selected having
regard
for
the
prevailing
environmental conditions and the design life of the building.
It is noted that the failure of wall
ties was a major contributing factor to building
failure during the earthquake: the more wall ties the stronger the wall.

Mortars. Thecompositionofmortarrequired
by AustralianStandardsconsist of
portland cement, lime and fine aggregate. In this region the
practice of using fire clay
and ungraded dune sand is contrary to the Australian Standard. Current engineering
research is proving the poor qualityof mortar. The availability and use of the correct
to beaddressed bythe
mortaringredients is amostimportantissueandneeds
building industry.

-

Damp Proof Courses Flashing. The loss of brickwork bondby insertion of flashings
anddamp proofcoursesinbedjointsmustbeconsidered
andonlyusedwhen
absolutely necessary, and such locations and use must be considered and detailed
at the design stage.

Well designed flashings may be built partly into a bed joint and still provide the
required waterproofing to the building. Consideration should be given to the use of
mortar type damp proof courses (water proof mortar) to retain full brickwork bond.
D.5

Building
Approvals

A building permit is required for all new buildings, and most repairs or re-building works
over the value of A$1,000.

Approval is not required for cosmetic works such as minor crack filling, plastering, brick
pointing and painting where there are no structural repairs required.
Prior to the issue of a building permit inspections to determine the required performance
standards of the repairshebuilding will be made. It may not be possible to make all works
strictly comply with the provisions of Ordinance70, e.g. existing footings may be sufficient
whena wall is being partly rebuilt.Eachbuildingmust
be consideredintheindividual
circumstances of the case.
Council will carry out normal progress inspections and will specifically nominate these on
the permit e.g. footings, frame, final.

D.4

1.

Plans and Specificatlons. Detailed plans and specification may not be necessary for
minor works, however, Council will require as a minimum a schedule of works and
may require a report from a Professional Engineer or from a Licensed Builder.

Note that the object in requiring a building application is to ensure that mandatory
building regulations are observed for the protection of life, property and the welfare
of the people of Newcastleboth in the earthquake recoveryperiod and for the design
life of the building.
2.

-

Engineering
Reports
Certification. When Council
cannotdeterminestructural
to complystandards,areport
by a practising
designcompliance,underdeemed
structural engineer will berequiredbyCouncil.Suchreports
will certify design
structural integrity on completion of works etc and include the basis on which the
to which the Engineer hasrelied on
design and conclusions are made and the extent
relevant specifications, rules,codesof practise of publicationsinrespectofthe
construction including seismic load considerations.

Designs should include the necessary detailing of connections and anchorages of
composite buildingmaterials and members e.g. shear
walls and roof-floor diaphragms
connections including all necessary bracing andtie downs. Such detailingwill ensure
that building trades and supervisors can properly plan and complete the works.
Site geology must be consideredin the recognition that alluvial softsoils (dependent
on depth and type) can have a liquefaction effect and accentuate seismic forces.
Buildings should be symmetricalof plan whenever possible and particularly at ground
and lower storey levels ofmulti-level buildings. They must havesufficient shear walls
to resist lateral loads, this may mean the reduction of large shopfront windows and
large openfloorplans.
The alternative is anengineeringdesignthattakes
cognisance of the “soft storey considerations” in earthquake-resistant design.
3.

Unauthorisedbuildingwork.
Buildingwork carried outwithoutapprovaland/or
requiredCouncilinspectionscannotbeacceptedascomplying
with appropriate
building regulations. Council may require partor complete rebuilding and would have
to deferand/orrefusetheissueofapproval
Certificates whencompliance with
building regulations arein doubt. The issue of StatutoryNotices and legal action may
be a consequence of unauthorised works.

D.5

